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Abstract 

The energy and mass flows in prosumer-based thermal networks (PBNs) are bidirectional 

and volatile; thus, dimensioning methods for conventional unidirectional thermal networks 

(CNs) are not directly applicable. Statements on PBN component sizes and network costs 

are usually based on elaborate thermohydraulic simulations. However, a way to quickly 

compare the economic performance of PBNs and CNs for variant decisions in early project 

phases is desired. After qualitatively comparing the performance and dimensioning ap-

proaches of the two network variants, this thesis proposes a rule-based method to deter-

mine the relevant maximal power flows through each pipe section of the network. Based 

on this, the design parameters for network pipes, control valves, and circulation pumps are 

dimensioned for a line PBN in which each prosumer is connected with a single branch pipe 

directly to the main distribution pipeline. The required inputs for the method are the sec-

ondary side prosumer characteristics and the targeted network conditions, like pressure 

gradient and temperature levels. The method is implemented in an Excel tool with macros, 

and its application is demonstrated on a case study network with five residential prosumers. 

The method's accuracy and the functionality of the dimensioned components are analyzed 

with a Modelica-based thermohydraulic grid model simulated in the Dassault Systèmes 

software Dymola. The validation criteria were (i) the accuracy of the predicted design power 

flows, (ii) a sufficient supply of consumers regarding the transferred power and secondary 

supply temperature, and (iii) the correct behavior of valve opening, pump speed, and com-

parison of actuator operating state during design load conditions. Criteria (i) and (ii) were 

fulfilled with minor deviations. The analysis of criterion (iii) revealed that the design network 

states could not be fully achieved due to the chosen control strategy. However, all actuators 

remained in operable ranges, and the recorded divergences did not impair the network’s 

functionality. Thus, the introduced method produced functional component sizes for the 

case study PBN. A CN variant was designed with established dimensioning methods in the 

same boundary conditions for an economic comparison and sensitivity analysis of the two 

network types. In the PBN variant, the annual capital-related costs were 17 %, and the 

operation-related costs were 25 % higher than in the CN variant. In the base scenario, the 

PBN needs to reduce demand-related costs by 21 % compared to the CN to be economi-

cally viable. Rising network lengths, energy prices, and full-load hours would benefit the 

viability of the PBN. However, a growing interest rate would increase the viability of the CN. 

Aspirations for climate neutrality, energy price developments, and advances in control strat-

egies are expected to benefit the future relevancy of PBNs. 
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1. Introduction 

The European Green Deal specified the carbon neutrality goals in the EU for 2030 and 

2050. Until 2030 carbon emissions shall be reduced by at least 50 % compared to 1990, 

and climate neutrality is to be achieved until 2050. [1] Buildings account for 40 % of end 

energy usage and 36 % of energy-related greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions [2]. Of that, 

79 % is due to space heating (SH) and domestic hot water (DHW) alone [3]. The transition 

towards renewables in the heating sector is progressing slowly. Renewables provided only 

23 % of consumption in the heating and cooling sector in 2020 [4]. District heating networks 

have the potential to reduce fuel demands and CO2 emissions significantly [5]. Yet, only 

about 12 % of the heat volume in Europe is supplied by district heating [6].  

With a rising level of urbanization in Europe, the share of the population living in urban 

areas is expected to grow from 74 % to 84 % by 2050 [7], and the potential for implementing 

district heating solutions in high-density areas can be expected to increase accordingly. 

Many decentral energy sources on different temperature levels are available in urban ar-

eas. These include excess heat from the industry sector or cooling applications at a lower 

temperature level, e.g., from data centers and supermarkets [8]. Furthermore, ambient heat 

sources, such as rivers, lakes, or underground structures, can be exploited with heat pumps 

and integrated into district heating grids. Investigations for London and Hyllie (a city district 

in Malmö) even estimated the excess heat potential to be larger than the total demand [9, 

10]. Integrating decentral energy sources leads to multiple feed-in points and prosumer 

participation in district heating networks. To prioritize the different energy sources and to 

match the demand and supply holistically, the district heating sector needs to become 

smart. With the increasing electrification of the heat sector and the rising share of fluctuat-

ing renewables in electricity generation, demand for grid-supportive sector coupling grows. 

[11, 12]  

Smart thermal grids with prosumers allow a cascading usage of the most energy-efficient 

and economical heat sources to meet variable demand. This would automatically prioritize 

renewable energy sources and minimize CO2 emissions. [13, 14]  

Furthermore, diurnal thermal storage in smart networks enables peak load shifting and re-

duces stress on the electricity and thermal grid [15]. However, due to the various modes of 

operation, increased volatility, and the different technical infrastructure requirements in 

thermal networks with prosumers (PN), previous dimensioning methods for conventional 

networks (CN) cannot be applied directly but must be adapted.  
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2. State of the art 

Since the 1800s, district heating networks have evolved through multiple generations. Im-

provements in heat source-, storage-, and distribution technologies, as well as lower tem-

peratures in the grid, resulted in increased efficiencies and reduced losses. Lund et al. 

divided these developments into four generations [16]. The first three generations strictly 

featured centralized generation and central pumps to distribute the heat carrier, while de-

central pumps and heat sources started to be integrated into grids of the 4th generation. In 

recent years the term “5th generation district and cooling networks” has been established 

in publications [17–20]. In the context of these investigations, increasing emphasis was put 

on the integration of distributed thermal sources and prosumers, the operation at ambient 

temperature levels, and the combined supply of heat and cold in one network. However, 

there are no clear definitions for the characteristics of 5th generation networks, and the term 

itself still faces controversial opinions [19, 20]. Lindhe et al. argued that the main differen-

tiating factors should be the possibility to provide heating and cooling simultaneously and 

the disconnect between network temperature and secondary side supply temperature 

caused by heat pumps [20]. 

 

 

2.1. Conventional thermal networks 

In CNs, a central generation unit provides thermal energy for all connected consumers. A 

central circulation pump station drives a unidirectional mass flow in a network of supply and 

return pipes to distribute the energy carrier to the consumers. Depending on the operating 

temperatures and the type of piping, CNs can be categorized into the 1st to 4th district heat-

ing generation [16]. 

Dimensioning methods for the components in CNs are well-documented and established. 

Multiple planning guidelines from manufacturers [21, 22] and institutions [23–25], various 

standards [26, 27], and comprehensive statistical data [24, 28] are available. The usual 

main steps for the hydraulic dimensioning of core network components, i.e., pipelines, con-

trol valves, and circulation pump(s), can be summarized as follows: 
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1. Pipe dimensioning:  

Due to the unidirectional mass flow and central generation in conventional net-

works, the relevant design state for the pipes is defined by the maximum consump-

tion power of the downstream consumers. With the temperature difference for sup-

ply and return pipes, the relevant volume flow is calculated, and subsequently, the 

pipe diameter can be designed for a defined maximum pressure gradient. [23] 

2. Control valve (CoV) dimensioning: 

The pressure gradient in pipelines and miscellaneous fittings determines the pres-

sure losses in the hydraulic circuits from the central plant to the consumers. The 

CoV at the consumers is then dimensioned for an aspired valve authority. [23] 

3. Pump dimensioning: 

Considering simultaneity factors, the total consumer demand describes the volume 

flow the central pumping station must provide. The pump head is dimensioned for 

the differential pressure needed in the hydraulic with the highest pressure losses. 

This is usually the circuit to the consumer farthest from the central plant. The grid's 

total pressure levels are then specified considering the network's geodetic condi-

tions. [23] 

 

Buffa et al. described multiple control strategies, which usually operate simultaneously in 

CNs. At a pump station level, the control strategies are (i) the supply temperature control 

to ensure satisfying temperatures for all consumers, (ii) the minimum differential pressure 

control to ensure sufficient flow at the consumers, and (iii) the minimum and maximum 

pressure control to protect the pump from cavitation and other components from damage 

by overpressure. [29] 

At a substation level, the heat demand and flow control ensure the sufficient supply of the 

secondary side consumer by modulating the primary side volume flows. [29]  

Current research on CNs is oriented toward optimizing component sizing [13, 30–34] and 

control strategies to reduce overall costs and losses [35–37]. 
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2.2. Prosumer networks 

2.2.1. Prosumers in thermal networks 

There are multiple types of networks with thermal prosumers and diverse ways to connect 

prosumers hydraulically. The main distinguishing points are (i) the number of pipelines at 

different temperature levels, (ii) the directionality of mass flow due to central or decentral 

pumps, (iii) the way prosumers are connected to the network pipelines, (iv) the possibility 

for cooling, and (v) the role of centralized entities. Generally, these network types would be 

categorized as either 4th generation or 5th generation networks depending on temperature 

levels and possibilities for energy exchange or combined heat and cold production [16, 20].  

 

An example of a single-pipe prosumer network is the reservoir network (RN) with central-

ized pumps described by Sommer et al. [38]. For a two-pipe network with unidirectional 

central pumps, Ancona et al. compared four different connection types of a prosumer [39] 

and chose a return-to-supply configuration as the best option for their experimental sub-

station [40]. Licklederer et al. described a two-pipe system featuring bidirectional mass flow 

in the cold and hot subnetworks with decentral pumps and a complete lack of central enti-

ties, where prosumers are connected indirectly with a heat exchanger [41]. Stanica et al. 

developed a cascading three-pipe prosumer network with three temperature levels featur-

ing partially bidirectional and partially unidirectional mass flows [42]. For the SCENIC pro-

ject, Jones et al. proposed a novel four-pipe prosumer network with two loops. A network 

loop to supply heat and a generation loop to collect energy from distributed heating systems 

[43]. Both operate with a unidirectional flow driven by central pumps [43].  

 
2.2.2. Challenges of prosumer integration 

Integrating prosumers into thermal networks proved to be a non-trivial task. Multiple 

sources have reported challenges regarding hydraulic behavior and control strategies 

caused by distributed generation and the associated flow reversals.  

Brange et al. described different scenarios in which distributed generation could lead to too 

low differential pressures for consumers when using a differential pressure control for the 

circulation pumps [44, 45]. The investigations of Hassine et al. on the integration of distrib-

uted solar heat suppliers had similar findings [46]. It was concluded that conventional, dif-

ferential pressure-driven control strategies do not guarantee safe operation [46]. In this 

case, the main problem is that the consumer's position with the lowest differential pressure, 

the so-called hydraulic worst point (HWP), changes depending on the active prosumer and 

the amount of supplied heat [15, 42, 46].  
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The qualitative depiction of pressure curves in CNs and prosumer-based networks in dif-

ferent operation states shows examples of changing HWPs (see Figure 1).  

 

 

Changing demand in CNs does not cause the hydraulic circuits or HWP to change (see 

Figure 1, A and B). Changing operation states in prosumer-based networks can cause 

multiple sub-networks to form, splitting the whole network into smaller hydraulic circuits 

(see Figure 1, C and D) with internal production and consumption [47].  

Additionally, all decentral actuators (pumps and control valves) mutually influence each 

other due to their influence on the overall network state [47]. This characteristic results in 

multiple peculiarities of prosumer networks. For example, if multiple feed-in pumps operate 

simultaneously, one pump can block out another, greatly influencing its mass flow rate or 

even causing reverse flow in the blocked pump [38, 47, 48]. When two pumps compete to 

supply a consumer, supply frontiers can develop, halting the mass flow and causing the 

network temperatures to cool down locally [47].  

If only one control valve starts to close due to changing demand, it affects the pressure in 

the warm network side almost immediately. All substations must react to this by adjusting 

pump speed or valve position. Since the control loops for mass flow and pressure are tightly 

coupled, the near-instantaneous pressure change causes challenging control conditions. 

Such rapid pressure changes can result in high water flow variations and pressure surges 

in the system, which can cause damage to network components. [48, 49]  

These phenomena were observed in model calculations [47, 48, 50] and a real-world ex-

ample [38] of bidirectional networks.  

Figure 1: Comparison of pressure curves and hydraulic circuits in different operation states of CNs and PBNs 
central generation unit (A and B) vs. prosumer-based network (C and D) (own figure). 
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2.2.3. Design approaches 

To overcome the challenges of prosumer integration described above, multiple models 

were built to depict the complex thermohydraulic behavior of thermal networks with prosum-

ers. Licklederer et al. proposed the mathematical model ProHeatNet_Sim of prosumer-

dominated thermal networks with non-directional flows and implemented it in Python [41]. 

This model was used to validate the Modelica library ProsNet, which enabled dynamic sim-

ulations in Dymola [51]. Kauko et al. [8, 15] and Schweiger et al. [52] also built Modelica 

models and used Dymola for dynamic simulations of thermal networks with prosumers. 

Other capable modeling and simulation environments used for thermal networks include, 

for example, Matlab, Simulink, IDA-ICE, TRNSYS, and Simscape [20, 52, 53]. Compari-

sons and investigations of modeling and simulation environments for district heating net-

works, however, concluded the Modelica language to be advantageous for multi-domain 

modeling, modularity, and flexibility [20, 52].  

 

To create smart energy systems, advanced control strategies must be integrated into the 

PNs on top of existing control strategies in CNs [29]. Licklederer et al. proposed a control 

approach with four weighted PID controllers per prosumer substation (two controlling con-

sumption- and two controlling production-mode). For each controller, a temperature and a 

power target are set. The temperature and power errors can be weighted to prioritize reach-

ing one of the two set points. [54] 

 

Buffa et al. described multiple advanced control approaches in their bibliographic study 

[29]. Strategies with Model predictive control (MPC), mixed-integer linear programming 

(MILP), machine learning (ML) models, and multi-agent systems (MAS) control are often 

used for investigations on prosumer network control [29]. Optimizing energy system sizes 

is often done by applying MILP and genetic algorithm (GA) on district heating grids. Zeng 

et al. used GA to optimize the pipe diameter of district heating and cooling piping networks 

[55], while Wang et al. applied GA to optimize the hydraulic design of distributed variable 

speed pumps in multi-source district heating systems [35]. Multiple other elaborate optimi-

zation models have been built to optimize stability [56], energy demand [14], and life cycle 

costs [57] or to reduce peak loads [58] and CO2 emissions [57] of thermal prosumer net-

works [40]. Common problems for modern control and optimization models are the missing 

standardization for development and communication, as well as the time-consuming and 

complicated application [29, 52].  
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Experiences with the operation and planning of real-world thermal prosumer networks are 

minimal, and no dimensioning guidelines exist [17]. The majority of available information 

on the planning and design of thermal networks with prosumers derives from the presented 

theoretical modeling and simulation work, general reviews of the limited existing networks 

[17, 18, 59], or conceptual considerations [60]. These concepts usually include a kind of 

central entity in the network structure for load balancing. Thus, the design conditions de-

scribed in the available literature are not fully comparable to the prosumer-based network 

type, which functions without any central entity [41].  
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3. Research questions and methodology 

3.1. Research questions 

The literature review in section 2 illustrated the technical differences between CNs and 

PNs. However, it remains unclear which network type is preferred in which conditions. 

Thus, the first research question investigates the impact of the peculiarities of the two net-

work types on their performance in various aspects:  

1. What are possible qualitative statements on the strengths, weaknesses, and 

economic performance and sensitivities of conventional and thermal networks 

with prosumers? 

The different dynamic approaches and the limited experience in planning thermal prosumer 

networks described in 2.2.3 cause high levels of uncertainty in the dimensioning of such 

networks [17]. This lack of planning guidelines renders comparisons with other network 

variants in early design stages challenging and causes decision makers to prefer proven 

technologies [17]. Thus, the second research question for this thesis originated: 

2. Can conventional dimensioning methods be adapted for a functional static de-

sign of prosumer-based network components with limited information in early pro-

ject stages? 

Building on the second research question, once the component dimensions are estab-

lished, the economic performance of a network becomes crucial for the judgment of deci-

sion makers in variant comparisons. This leads to the third research question: 

3. How do prosumer-based networks fare in a comparative economic analysis 

against conventional networks, and how sensitive are they to changes in boundary 

conditions? 

The approach to answering these questions is described in the following subsections. 
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3.2. Methodology 

The methodology of this thesis is summarized in Figure 2.  

 
Figure 2: Methodology of the thesis 

In more detail, the following steps were performed: 

1. Research of state-of-the-art methods on technical planning, dimensioning, and eco-

nomic efficiency of conventional local thermal networks and thermal networks with 

prosumers.  

2. Elaboration on the essential differences between CNs and PNs regarding technical 

planning, design, and economic aspects.  

3. Development of planning and design methods for bidirectional thermal prosumer 

networks by adapting existing state-of-the-art methods.  

4. Integration of the adapted methods into a dimensioning tool to automate the sizing 

process for a particular PN structure: prosumer-based networks with bidirectional 

flow (PBN) described in [41] in a line network typology. 

5. Case study: planning and technical design of a CN and a PBN for a fictional line 

network structure based on the residential prosumers emulated in the Combined 

Smart Energy Systems (CoSES) center [61]. 

6. Validation of the adapted methods and dimensioning tool: preparation and execu-

tion of a simplified simulation to investigate the network’s functionality during differ-

ent energy exchange scenarios. 

7. Economic and sensitivity analysis of the CN and the PBN network variants.  
 
 

3.3. Scope of investigations 

The qualitative investigations on the performance of CNs and PNs in steps 1 and 2 (see 

subsection 3.2) include all network subtypes because general statements on the conse-

quences of the fundamental structural and operational differences are desired.  

Steps 3 to 7 of the methodology focus on a line PBN structure. The line structure is a 

subtype of a radial network typology in which the prosumers are connected directly to a 
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main distribution pipeline with single branch pipes. This line PBN structure is described in 

detail in Chapter 5. The prosumer or consumer conditions are based on the five residential 

houses emulated in the CoSES lab [61]. Since the focal point of this thesis lies on network 

infrastructure, the secondary side characteristics are considered only roughly and only if 

necessary for statements on the network, as further described in Chapters 6 and 8.  

In the economic analysis (step 7 in subsection 3.2), the investment costs are derived from 

real-world offers or manufacturer price sheets, if available. Otherwise, prices are calculated 

from statistical values or cost catalogs. The annuity costs for capital and operational ex-

penses of the two variants are compared based on the statistical values for life cycles and 

the percentual operational costs described in the VDI2067. Statements on demand-related 

costs are derived based on a simplified heat demand calculation (see Chapter 8). The sen-

sitivity analysis of the economic performance is conducted for four influencing factors that 

do not necessitate adjusted component sizes (see subsection 8.2). 

 

 

3.4. Structure of this thesis 

To answer the three research questions, the thesis is structured as follows: 

Chapter 4 focusses on answering the first research question and elaborating on qualitative 

differences between strengths, weaknesses, and economic sensitivities of PNs and CNs 

as a conclusion from the literature review in Chapter 2. The findings from Chapters 2 and 

4 build the basis for answering the second research question in Chapters 5 to 7. The 

adapted dimensioning methods and the integration into a dimensioning tool for line PBNs 

are presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 describes how the case study district heating net-

work for five example residential houses is dimensioned for a PBN and a CN structure. The 

functionality of the dimensioned PBN, and thus, the proposed dimensioning method, is 

validated with a thermohydraulic simulation of the case study network in Chapter 7. Then, 

a comparative economic analysis between the PBN with validated component sizes and 

the CN is described in Chapter 8 to answer the third research question. Ultimately a con-

clusion is drawn, and an outlook on further research on PBNs is given in Chapter 9.  

 
In agreement with the supervisor, parts of this thesis were published as a conference pa-

per for the IEWT2023 conference in Vienna [62]. It is available at: 

https://iewt2023.eeg.tuwien.ac.at/download/contribution/fullpaper/104/104_fullpaper_20230210_224423.pdf 
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4. Qualitative comparison 

The qualitative comparison between CNs and PNs is not limited to one of the network 

structures described in subsection 2.2.1. Instead, a broad overview of the characteristics, 

strengths, and weaknesses of PNs, resulting from their fundamental structural and opera-

tional differences from CNs, is given. 

 

 

4.1. Strengths and weaknesses 

4.1.1. Prosumer networks 

The strengths of PNs are generally tied to their greater modularity and operation flexibility 

for future development [18]. The increased operation flexibility increases the potential for 

controlling the pumps and heat generators to operate at their optimal efficiency, especially 

during extended part-load situations in summer months [63]. Some PNs can provide both 

heating and cooling to prosumers with only one grid which facilitates the utilization of waste 

energy and saves infrastructure investment costs [18]. Additionally, a change in building 

demand can be addressed by decentral changes at the prosumer level, making the whole 

system more resilient to varying conditions [18]. In PNs, prosumers use a portion of the 

generated energy locally. Consequently, the amount of heat transported in the grid is re-

duced. Thus, less energy is lost to the ground, and less energy is required for pumping [64, 

65]. Additionally, the resulting reduced mass flows potentially allow the pipe diameters to 

be dimensioned smaller to further reduce ground losses and decrease investment costs 

[64]. However, the flexibility of bidirectional energy and mass flows in PNs is also respon-

sible for their weaknesses. For PNs with at least two heat exchangers between the heat 

source and sink, higher exergy losses than in CNs are inherent [66]. The main challenges 

of prosumer integration are described in detail in subsection 2.2.2. Apart from these hy-

draulic and control-related challenges, different economic weaknesses can be attributed to 

PNs. Generally, higher investment costs for advanced substations, complex planning, and 

multiple feed-in pumps are needed [17, 18, 67]. Furthermore, a more frequent change of 

power levels or operation mode can increase maintenance costs or decrease the life cycles 

of components [63]. On top of that, the billing and ownership structures in PNs are more 

complex and not yet commonly established [17].  
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4.1.2. Conventional networks 

The strengths of CNs result from their centralized generation and simple operating princi-

ple. Firstly, with centralized components, there is a reduced maintenance effort due to 

fewer actuators with moving parts and, thus, fewer points of failure [49, 68]. The limited 

amount of actuators, the unidirectional mass flow, and simplified substations simultane-

ously reduce investment costs and facilitate control strategies [29]. Generally, the larger 

generation units in CNs are more cost-efficient regarding the investment costs per kW of 

power [69]. Since there is much experience in operating CNs, the administrative processes 

are well established, and billing and ownership structures are clear [69]. 

The lower flexibility connected to the CN design is the cause of various weaknesses. In 

CNs, it is more challenging to respond to the demand changes of the consumers, and the 

anticipation for network expansion requires over dimensioning components [23]. Imple-

menting multiple renewable energy sources is more difficult due to the single generation 

point of CNs. The design principle of peak load generators in CNs generally causes ineffi-

cient use [69]. Furthermore, redundancy at a central level is generally required. Thus, un-

used or rarely used pumping and generation infrastructure is generally tied to the design 

[23]. A separated heat central in CNs requires an inefficient single-purpose use of building 

space for heating [58]. 
 
4.1.3. Comparison 

The prosumer networks are rated in relation to conventional networks for each aspect listed 

in Table 1. If the prosumer network is expected to perform better in the considered aspect, 

“+” is used; if it is expected to be weaker in the considered aspect, “-“is attributed. If a 

relatively small performance difference to PNs is expected, a “0” is assigned to the con-

ventional network. If the performance difference is expected to be relatively large, the CN 

is categorized as either “-“ or “+”. The distinguishing factor shortly describes the reason for 

the predicted difference in performance. The summary is shown in Table 1 
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Table 1: Relative comparison of strengths and weaknesses of CNs and PNs; 
CN:“0” and PN:“+“ or “–“ for minor differences; CN:“+“ or “–“ and PN: “+“ or “–“ for greater differences 

Aspect CN PN Distinguishing factor 

Combined heating and 
cooling 

- + Number of pipelines needed 

Flexibility - + Number of generation and supply options 

Robustness to condi-
tion changes 

0 + 
Impact of changing heat or temperature demand 

of participants 

Redundancy 0 + 
Over dimensioning of CN heat generators and 

unused pumping infrastructure 

Control complexity + - 
Number of data points/actuators, operation 

states, and optimization parameters 

Space efficiency 0 + 
Overall built space needed for installations due to 

single-purpose heat centrals 

Maintenance effort + - 
Number of points of failure and actuators, fre-

quency of changing operation state 

Billing complexity 0 - Number of cost parameters and monitoring units 

Investment costs 0 - Cost of main network components 

Exergy losses 0 - 
Number of heat exchangers between a heat 

source and sink 

Thermal losses 0 + 
Amount of transported heat, shorter transporta-

tion distance 

Integration of renewa-
bles or waste heat 

- + 
Number of possibilities for the integration of de-

central heat sources 

Fuel demand - + 
Generation efficiency, reduced losses, utilization 

of multiple heat sources 

Part load efficiency 0 + 
Potential for optimizing the operation point of 

pumps and generators in PNs  

Pumping energy 0 + Reduced transported mass flow 

 

From the qualitative investigations on strengths and weaknesses, four main hypotheses for 

the performance comparison of PNs and CNs were deducted: 

1. PNs are generally more flexible than CNs due to the increased number of heat 

sources and supply options. 

2. PNs are generally more energy efficient than CNs due to the reduced heat losses 

in the network as well as the higher potential for utilizing waste heat and for operat-

ing the pumps and heat generators at their highest efficiency in part-load situations. 

3. PNs generally require higher operation and control efforts than CNs due to the in-

creased number of actuators and multiple modes of operation. 

4. PNs generally cause higher capital- and operation-related costs than CNs due to 

their more complex substations, frequent changes of operation states, and the high 

number of actuators with moving parts. 

The validity of these hypotheses depends on individual boundary conditions, but they still 

indicate the expected relative performance of the two network types.   
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4.2. Economic sensitivities 

Nussbaumer et al. investigated the economic sensitivity of CNs to various influencing fac-

tors and the resulting impact on the economic efficiency of CNs [70]. The study results were 

used as a basis for a qualitative comparison of the sensitivities listed in Table 2. From the 

findings in [70], three economic impact and sensitivity categories were derived. “Very High”, 

“High”, and “Low” for the economic impact. Furthermore, “very sensitive” (“- -“), “Sensitive” 

(“-“), and “not very sensitive” (“0”) are used for ranking the sensitivity. The general compar-

ison of strengths and weaknesses for CNs and PNs, outlined in subsection 4.1, is the basis 

for the qualitative sensitivity assessment. The distinguishing factor in Table 2 shortly de-

scribes the reason for the predicted difference in sensitivity between the CN and the PN. 

 
Table 2: Influencing factors on economic efficiency and the sensitivity of CNs and PNs 

“--” Very sensitive, “-“ sensitive, “0” not very sensitive 

Influencing factor 
Economic 

impact 
Sensitivity Distinguishing factor 

  CN PN  

Pipe diameter Very High - - - Reduced mass flow in PN pipelines 

Pipe insulation Low - 0 Reduced mass flow in PN pipelines 

Interest rate High - - - Higher investment cost in PN 

Electricity price Low - 0 Reduced mass flow in PN pipelines 

Fuel price Very High 
- - - 

Higher energy efficiency and reduced 
losses in PN 

Temperature difference sup-
ply and return 

High 
- - - Reduced mass flow in PN pipelines 

Full-load hours and heat 
density 

High 
- - - 

High investment costs in PN require 
cost reduction in heat production 

Load Difference between 
summer and winter 

Low 
- 0 

Multiple sources at different powers 
available in PN 

Availability of waste heat/re-
newable energies 

Very High 
- - - 

High investment costs in PN require 
a reduction of heat cost 

Network length and connec-
tion load 

High 
- - - 

Decentral production in PN is more 
flexible in adjustments of power and 

pipe diameter  

 

The most relevant distinguishing factors for the sensitivities of the network types are the 

lower mass flow in PNs due to a partial direct consumption by prosumers, the higher in-

vestment costs for PNs, the structure of PNs allowing to address changing conditions more 

flexibly, and the hypothesized higher energy efficiency of PNs. Thus, the most relevant 

influencing factors for comparing CNs and PNs are pipe diameter, interest rate, fuel price, 

full-load hours, availability of renewable energies, and network length. These factors should 

be prioritized in an economic sensitivity analysis between CNs and PNs. 
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5. Adaptation of planning methods 

Starting from this chapter, the thesis is focused on the most extreme form of prosumer 

integration in thermal networks: The PBN, which is comprised only of prosumers without 

any dominating central unit. Decentral actuators (pumps and control valves) in the substa-

tions enable bidirectional mass and energy flows in the hot and cold subnetworks for load-

balancing between prosumers, as described by Licklederer et al. [41]. An experimental 

setup for PBNs is implemented in the CoSES laboratory at the Technical University of Mu-

nich [61]. Figure 3 shows the structure for a line PBN and a prosumer substation. This 

structure forms the scope for the dimensioning procedures proposed in this thesis.  

 

 
Figure 3: Structure and nomenclature of a line prosumer-based network 

The feed-in pump (FIP) and control valve (CoV) are the decentral actuators that influence 

the pressure and mass flow on the primary network side, while the production pump (ProP) 

and the consumption pump (ConP) control the mass flow on the secondary side. When the 

prosumer is in production mode, FIP and ProP are active; CoV is closed, and ConP is 

inactive. In consumption mode, FIP and ProP are inactive, while CoV is open and ConP is 

active. In the scope of this thesis, two design premises regarding the exchange flexibility 

between the prosumers are considered: 

1. All-Neighbor-Exchange (ANE): Each prosumer can exchange energy with each of 
the other prosumers in the network. 

2. One-Neighbor-Exchange (ONE): Each prosumer can only exchange energy with 
directly neighboring prosumers. 
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5.1. Dimensioning approach 

The design power flow is the basis for thermal dimensioning procedures [23]. Due to the 

hydraulic flexibility of PBNs, described in subsection 2.2 and depicted in Figure 1, the de-

sign power in the network components depends on other prosumers. Consequently, deter-

mining the significant power flows and, thus, the relevant dimensioning states is the pre-

liminary stage for component design in line PBNs. In Figure 4, the proposed algorithm to 

determine the design power flows @�ABCD  in the distribution pipes (in I) and connection pipes 

(in II) is depicted. In this case, the process for the design premise ANE is shown. The 

process for ONE is similar but reduced to only consider energy exchange between directly 

neighboring prosumers. The pseudo-codes for both premises are included in appendix B. 

The network structure and nomenclature for line PBNs (see Figure 3) are the basis for the 

algorithm shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 4: Algorithm for determining the design power flow for network pipes in line PBNs 

The algorithm describes three main steps to determine the maximum power flow through 

the distribution and connection pipes of a line PBN. In Step Ia, the network is split into a 

right and left side, relative to the considered distribution pipe. Additionally, the total availa-

ble demand E∑ �GHIJ K and supply E∑ �LMHJ K power of prosumers on both network sides are 

determined. The power flow in the distribution pipe is characterized by the energy exchange 
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from the left to the right side and vice versa. Thus, in Step Ib, the two maximal power ex-

changes between the two sides are determined. Furthermore, the available demand and 

supply powers from Step Ia are stored for later use. Finally, in Step Ic, the bigger of the two 

possible power exchanges (@�M,OD
 and @�O,MD ) is calculated to result in the design power flow 

@�ABCD  for the distribution pipe. This process is repeated for all distribution pipes. 

In the second part of the algorithm (II), the maximal power flow for the connection pipes to 

the prosumers is determined. Therefore, in Step IIa, the production and consumption power 

of the connected prosumer and the stored demand and supply power of the two neighbor-

ing distribution pipes (from Step Ib) are gathered. In Step IIb, the demand or supply power 

of the prosumer is compared to the available supply or demand in the rest of the network. 

If the prosumer demand or supply exceeds the available supply or demand, the power flow 

is limited to the power in the remaining network; otherwise, the prosumer characteristics 

describe the power conditions in the connection pipe. Finally, in Step IIc, the larger value 

between consumption and production power describes the design power flow @�ABCD  for the 

connection pipe. This process is repeated for all connection pipes.  

The principles for hydraulic component dimensioning from conventional networks (see sub-

section 2.1) are applied to the main components in PBNs. However, the operation flexibility 

necessitates the consideration of the different exchange possibilities to determine the de-

sign conditions. The implementation of the component dimensioning for PBNs is described 

in detail in the following subsection, which is focused on the dimensioning tool. 

 

 

5.2. Dimensioning tool for line prosumer-based networks 

A tool for dimensioning line PBNs was built in Excel to partially automate the design pro-

cess. It functions with a combination of formulas integrated directly into spreadsheets and 

macros executed with VBA macros. The structure, handling, and dimensioning steps of the 

dimensioning tool are described in this subsection. Additionally, a “read me” section in the 

tool describes the interaction for a user. The attached version of the tool includes the rele-

vant inputs used for the investigations in this thesis. A cleaner version is available at: 

https://github.com/FabianSpeer/PBN_Dimensioning_Tool 

 
5.2.1. Conditions and assumptions 

First, the medium in the network pipes must be set to define the relevant physical proper-

ties. The density P in kg/m³, the kinematic viscosity Q in m²/s and the specific heat capacity 
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RL in kJ/(kg*K) of the medium at different temperatures are relevant for the calculation. 

These properties are included in the dimensioning tool in increments of 5 K from -20 °C to 

80 °C. The properties for the energy carriers water and glycol-mixtures at concentration 

levels of 23 %, 29 %, and 35 % are implemented.  

The proposed method from 5.1 requires specifications on the prosumer characteristics, the 

limits of flow velocity and pressure gradient in the network pipes, and the targeted valve 

authorities. These specifications are parameters in the dimensioning tool and are set by 

the user. The needed inputs for the prosumers are the designed thermal consumption and 

production power �GHI and �LMH of the prosumer in kW, the design temperature of return 

and supply on the secondary side SGHOTUVG,LMH and SWHXUVG,GHI in °C, and the pressure drop in the 

primary side of the heat exchanger YZ[\ during design conditions. The prosumers in a line 

configuration are assigned unique IDs following the nomenclature shown in Figure 3.  

In the next step, the properties of the piping must be defined. That includes the pipe rough-

ness ] in mm, the available increments of the nominal size (DN), and the resulting inner 

diameters ^D of the piping. These increments vary between different piping types and man-

ufacturers. In the tool, a plastic jacket pipe (PJP), an insulated steel pipe with a plastic 

casing from ISOPLUS [71], and uninsulated PE pipes from FRANK [72] are available. Then, 

the length of each piping section must be set following the structure depicted in Figure 3. 

Furthermore, it must be decided whether the pressure drop in individual resistors ∆Z`a, from 

miscellaneous fittings is calculated separately with b-values, or a percentual approach is 

used. In early design stages, a percentual value between 10-20 % of the pipe losses is 

recommended by Nussbaumer et al. [23]. Lastly, the maximum acceptable flow velocity 

cdef in m/s and pressure gradient gdef in pa/m for the connection and distribution pipes 

and the design temperature of the cold and the hot subnetwork SGHOT,XBMLMDA  and SWHX,XBMLMDA  in °C 

must be set. For the dimensioning of the CoVs the targeted valve authority �XBMhHi must be 

specified. For all assumptions, the numbering scheme of Figure 3 must be considered for 

the tool to function correctly. The required assumptions and the parameters used in the 

case study are summarized in Table 3. 

 

 
5.2.2. Component Dimensioning 

With the conditions and assumptions set by the user, the algorithm depicted in Figure 4 is 

applied to receive relevant power flows in all network pipes. This completes the information 

needed for component dimensioning. The main steps of the established methods described 

in subsection 2.1 are used to dimension the core network components according to the 
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different power flow conditions in PBNs. Figure 5 shows a flow chart of the dimensioning 

steps for each component, which are explained in more detail in the following section.  

 

 
Figure 5: Flow chart for component design in the dimensioning tool 

A: Dimensioning the network pipes 

First, with the maximum power @�ABCD  transported through each network pipe and the tar-

geted temperature difference between the subnetworks (SN) Δklm, the maximum volumet-

ric flow rate n�ABCD  in m³/h is calculated using this equation: 

�� ��o p  
�� ��o0
 ∗  	�/  (1) 

With equation (2), a theoretical inner diameter that causes the specified maximum flow 

velocity cABCLDLV for each pipe is calculated:  

�8 p r ∗ s �� ��ot ∗ ���o (2)

The theoretical flow velocity at the determined pipe diameter ^D from equation (2) is calcu-

lated with equation (3):  

� p  u ∗ �� ��o 
v �8wxxxyr ∗ t (3)

The tool automatically chooses the next higher available pipe diameter following the previ-

ously defined pipe diameters from the manufacturer data sheets. Then, the resulting pres-

sure gradient g is calculated with equation (4): 
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� p  ( ∗ / ∗ �*:��r
r ∗ �8,*:��wxxx

 (4)

To determine the friction factor z used in equation (4), the value of the Reynolds number 

g{ must first be determined with equation (5): 

�: p  �8,*:�� ∗ �*:��wxxx ∗  5  (5)

If g{ < 2300, equation (6) for laminar flow is used to calculate z [73]. 

( p  �u�: (6) 

If g{ > 2300, the explicit approximation of Colebrook’s friction factor equation (7) from [74] 

is used to calculate the friction factor z for hydraulicly rough pipes: 

( p  
⎣⎢
⎢⎢
⎡ w
−r�$�wx �x, r� ∗ .�8 − �, xr�: ∗ �$�wx �x, r� ∗ .�8 + w��:��⎦⎥

⎥⎥
⎤r

 (7) 

For the calculated pressure gradient g from equation (4), it is checked if g ≤  gABC. If that 

is not the case, the next larger available pipe diameter is chosen by the tool until the con-

dition is met. Then, the actual flow velocity cMVBO and pressure gradient gMVBO is calculated 

with equation (3) and equation (4) using the ^D,MVBO of the chosen pipe.  

 

B: Dimensioning the control valves 

With the previously set length of the pipe sections and the pressure gradient gMVBOD  the pres-

sure drop of the pipes ΔZL is calculated, then, depending on the chosen approach, the 

pressure drop of the individual resistors ΔZDM is calculated with b-values or with a percent-

age of ΔZL. The pressure drop in the heat exchanger ΔZ[\ was set by the user. Subse-

quently, the pressure drop ΔZG in all possible hydraulic circuits (see Figure 1), is calculated 

with equation (8). 	
0 p  	

 +  	
8* +  	
�; (8)

With the flow-dependent pressure drop in the hydraulic circuits known, the control valves 

can be dimensioned. The hydraulic circuit with the highest pressure drop is the relevant 

design hydraulic circuit (DHC). The targeted valve authority �XBMhHi, set by the user, deter-

mines the size of the control valve. According to Nussbaumer et al., the targeted valve 

authority should be between 0.2 – 0.3, and the valve authority for the client in the hydrau-

lically worst position should be 0.3 – 0.5 [23]. Since the client in the hydraulically worst 
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position changes in PBNs, a conservative target value of 0.5 for the valve authority is rec-

ommended in PBNs. The valve authority �hHi is defined by equation (9): 

�#$� p  	
#$�	
#$� + 	
0 (9)

By combining equations (8) and (9), the pressure drop of the valve is calculated with equa-

tion (10). The hydraulic circuit with the most significant pressure loss determined with equa-

tion (8) is relevant in equation (10): 

	
#$� p (	

 + 	
8* + 	
�;)
( w�#$� −  w)  (10)

Next, the theoretical flow coefficient (��U-value) of the control valve is calculated with equa-

tion (11) from the DIN EN 60 534. The relevant flow rate n�  is derived from the determined 

consumption power flow @�GHID  in the prosumer connection pipe in Figure 4.  

%& p  �� ∗  s /
wxxx ∗ 	
#$�wxx   (11)

The ��-value is calculated for the control valve of each prosumer. A real-world control valve 

is chosen with the next larger ��U-value to not exceed a valve authority of 0.5 and, conse-

quently, limit the pressure losses. Thus, the actual pressure loss in the chosen CoV 

ΔZhHi,MVBO is calculated with equation (12): 

	
#$� p � �%&'
� �r ∗ wxx (12)

C: Dimensioning the feed-in pumps 

For the FIP, the relevant dimensioning values are the volumetric flow n���� and the pump 

head ���� during design conditions. The relevant n���� for the FIP is derived from the deter-

mined production power flow @�LMHD  in the prosumer connection pipe in Figure 4. For each 

FIP, the needed head for all possible hydraulic circuits is calculated with equation (13). The 

largest pump head calculated with equation (13) is used for pump dimensioning. � !� p  	

 +  	
8* +  	
�;  +  	
#$� (13) 

Due to the influence of the pressure drop in CoVs, the DHC for FIPs might differ from the 

DHC that was relevant for designing the CoVs. Based on the dimensioning results, the tool 

attached to this thesis summarizes the suggested inputs for the ProsNet [49] models of up 

to five prosumers in Dymola. 

With the methods described in this section, the core network components of line PBNs can 

be dimensioned for the comparative case study in the following chapters. 
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6. Dimensioning the case study networks 

The characteristics of the residential houses emulated in the CoSES-lab [61] are used to 

dimension the CN and PN case study networks. The dimensioning tool and methods de-

scribed in section 5 are used to size the network components for the PBN. Established 

design methods (see subsection 2.1) and, consequently, the formulas described in sub-

section 5.2 are applied to design the CN.  

 

 

6.1. Network characteristics 

The assumptions for the relevant boundary conditions and network parameters used to 

dimension the PBN with the dimensioning tool are listed in Table 3.  

 
Table 3: Network parameters used for dimensioning the case study 

Description Symbol Value Unit 

Medium in the network pipes - Water − 

Type of network pipes - Plastic jacket pipes − 

Absolute pipe roughness ] 0.02 [75] �� 

Length of the route sections �MH�XV see Table 4 � 

Maximum flow velocity in connection pipes cABCLDLV,GGX 1 [70] �/� 

Maximum flow velocity in distribution pipes cABCLDLV,TDU 1.5 [70] �/� 

Maximum pressure gradient in connection pipes gABCLDLV,GGX 250 [23] ��/� 

Maximum pressure gradient in distribution pipes gABCLDLV,TDU 250 [23] ��/� 

Target temperature in the hot subnetwork SWHX,XBMLMDA  65 °� 

Target temperature in the cold subnetwork SGHOT,XBMLMDA  50 °� 

Targeted valve authority �XBMhHi 0.5 [23] − 

Pressure gradient in individual resistors (e.g., fittings) gDM 10 [23] % 

Maximal prosumer consumption power �ABCLMHU,GHI see Table 5 �� 

Maximal prosumer production power �ABCLMHU,LMH see Table 5 �� 

Target secondary supply temperature consumption mode SWHX,XBMUVG,GHI 60 °� 

Set secondary return temperature in consumption mode SGHOT,UVXUVG,GHI  45 °� 

Pressure loss through heat exchangers in design conditions ∆Z[\LMDA 20 ��� 

Design temperature difference in the heat exchangers ∆k[\ 3 � 

 

In Table 4, the lengths of the network sections are listed. The values resulted from scaling 

the network configuration emulated in the CoSES-lab to a small-scale, local PBN. [76] For 

the CN, a distance of 40 m for the connection of the heat central was assumed. 
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Table 4: Length of network routes in the conventional and prosumer-based network 

Network section no. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Length CN [m] 40 10 40 10 40 10 49.5 10 46.5 10 

Length PBN [m] 0 10 40 10 40 10 49.5 10 46.5 10 

 

 

6.2. Prosumer characteristics 

Due to the proposed early-stage application of the dimensioning method, the CoSES ex-

ample houses are categorized into TABULA [77] building typologies to determine their heat 

demands. A detailed calculation or simulation of secondary side heat demands and a de-

tailed dimensioning of heat generators lies outside of the scope of this thesis. For the SH 

power demand, ventilation and transmission losses of the houses were calculated accord-

ing to the simplified procedure of the DIN EN 12831-1 for the climate in Munich, using the 

respective heat transfer coefficients stated in the TABULA typologies assigned in Table 5. 

For the DHW power demand, the peak flows were determined according to the DIN 1988-

300. The required additional power was calculated for temperatures described in DIN 

12831-3 A100. A DHW storage with a discharge time of 10 min (DIN 4708-1) and a re-

charge time of 60 min was assumed. All prosumers are equipped with heat sources capa-

ble of generating 100 % of their total heat demand, as suggested in [78]. Their properties 

and resulting demands are listed in Table 5. 

 
Table 5: Prosumer characteristics applied in the case study 

  Pros1 Pros2 Pros3 Pros4 Pros5 
CoSES name SF1 SF3 SF4 MF5 SF2 

Living Area [m²] 300 400 300 750 300 
No. of Apartments  1 3 2 4 2 

Age Class 1995 - 2002 From 2016 2007 – 2009 1995 – 2002 2007 - 2009 
TABULA Code SFH.09.Gen SFH.12.Gen SFH.10.Gen MFH.09.Gen SFH.10.Gen 

TABULA Standard Improved Improved Improved Improved Improved 
Heat loss transmission 

[kW] 
13.0 9.9 8.9 16.7 8.9 

Heat loss ventilation 
[kW] 

5.2 1.1 4.3 13.0 4.3 

Heat demand DHW [kW] 7.1 10.5 8.1 12.2 8.1 
Total heat demand [kW] 25.3 21.5 21.2 41.8 21.2 

 
 

6.3. Component dimensioning 

In this section, the resulting component dimensions for the PBN and CN are summarized. 

Since the same boundary conditions are relevant for heat exchangers in both network 

types, the same heat exchangers are used for the CN and PBN. The heat exchangers from 
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SWEP [79] were dimensioned with DThermX [80] for the conditions in the substations spec-

ified in the previous subsections. The results are listed in Table 6. 
 

Table 6: Heat exchanger dimensions in the PBN and the CN 

Prosumer No. Type �� ��o�;  [kW] �� �:'�;  [m³/h] 	
�;,�:' [kPa] 	
�;,���� [kPa] 

1 B15Tx26 25.27 0.40 20 19.9 

2 B15Tx24 21.51 0.34 20 17.0 

3 B15Tx24 21.24 0.34 20 16.7 

4 B15Tx44 41.83 0.67 20 20.9 

5 B15Tx24 21.24 0.34 20 16.7 

 

The manufacturer product lines for the network pipes and the control valves are included 

in the dimensioning tool and automatically dimensioned, as described in Chapter 5. The 

primary side pumps are dimensioned with the Grundfos online product center [81].  

 
6.3.1. Prosumer-based network  

The product lines used to dimension the PBN components are listed in Table 7.  

 
Table 7: Manufacturers and product lines used in the PBN case study 

Component Manufacturer Product line 

Pipes ISOPlus [71] Plastic jacket pipes (standard) 

Control valves Sauter [82] VUN 

Circulation pumps Grundfos [83] CR – inline pumps 

Heat exchanger SWEP [79] B15T 

 

In Table 8 to Table 10, the component dimensions and the relevant design values output 

by the dimensioning tool for the PBN are listed. 

 
Table 8: Pipe dimensions and designed power and volume flows in the PBN 

Pipe No. DN �8,�:'
8
:  [mm] ��:'
8
: [m/s] �*$�7: [m] ��:'
8
: [Pa/m] �� ��o8  [kW] ����o8  [m³/h] 

1 25 27.3 0.70 10 215.51 25.27 1.47 

2 25 27.3 0.70 40 215.51 25.27 1.47 

3 25 27.3 0.59 10 160.58 21.51 1.25 

4 32 36 0.74 40 171.35 46.78 2.72 

5 25 27.3 0.59 10 157.03 21.24 1.24 

6 40 41.9 0.74 49.5 140.80 63.07 3.67 

7 32 36 0.66 10 139.58 41.83 2.44 

8 25 27.3 0.59 46.5 157.03 21.24 1.24 

9 25 27.3 0.59 10 157.03 21.24 1.24 
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Table 9: Control valve dimensions and designed operating points in the PBN 

Prosumer No. Type ���:'#$� [m³/h] 	
#$�,�:' [kPa] %&'#$�
 [m³/h] ��:'#$� [-] 

1 VUN015F320 1.47 83.36 1.6 0.42 

2 VUN015F320 1.25 60.37 1.6 0.39 

3 VUN015F320 1.24 58.91 1.6 0.41 

4 VUN015F310 2.44 93.53 2.5 0.48 

5 VUN015F320 1.24 58.91 1.6 0.34 

 
 

Table 10: Pump dimensions and designed operating points in the PBN 

Prosumer No. Type ���:'#:9�
 [m³/h] ��:'#:9�

 [mH2O] ��:'#:9� [kPa] 

1 CR 1-7 A-A-A-E-HQQE 1.47 19.45 190.72 

2 CR 1-7 A-A-A-E-HQQE 1.25 17.39 170.54 

3 CR 1-7 A-A-A-E-HQQE 1.24 16.89 165.60 

4 CR 3-5 A-A-A-E-HQQE 2.44 18.41 180.55 

5 CR 1-7 A-A-A-E-HQQE 1.24 20.09 197.00 

 
6.3.2. Conventional network  

Figure 6 shows a suggested minimum configuration of substation components in CNs. A 

combined differential and control valve is chosen for the configuration instead of a separate 

valve for differential pressure and volume flow control since it is the recommended variant 

by various guides and planning handbooks. [23, 84, 85] For the pressure loss in the CN 

heat central, 30 kPa is assumed.  

 

 
Figure 6: Recommended components for a CN substation [84] 
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The product lines used to dimension the CN components are listed in Table 11.  

 
Table 11: Manufacturers and product lines used in the CN case study 

Component Manufacturer Product line 

Pipes ISOPlus [71] Plastic jacket pipes (standard) 

Combined valves Belimo [86] EV..R2+BAC - Energy valve  

Circulation pumps Grundfos [83] CR – inline pumps 

Heat exchanger SWEP [79] B15T 

 

In Table 12 to Table 14, the component dimensions and used design values for the CN are 

listed. The Belimo energy valves are dimensioned according to the planning guidelines 

provided by the manufacturer [87, 88].  

 
Table 12: Pipe dimensions and designed power and volume flows in the CN 

Pipe No. DN �8,�:'
8
:
 [mm] ��:'
8
:

 [m/s] �*$�7: [m] ��:'
8
:
 [Pa/m] �� ��o8  [kW] ����o8  [m³/h] 

0 50 53.9 0.93 40 148.9 131.10 7.63 

1 25 27.3 0.70 10 204.5 25.27 1.47 

2 50 53.9 0.75 40 101.0 105.82 6.16 

3 25 27.3 0.59 10 153.2 21.51 1.25 

4 40 41.9 0.99 40 226.6 84.32 4.91 

5 25 27.3 0.59 10 149.9 21.24 1.24 

6 40 41.9 0.74 49.5 134.0 63.07 3.67 

7 32 36 0.66 10 133.1 41.83 2.44 

8 25 27.3 0.59 46.5 149.9 21.24 1.24 

9 25 27.3 0.59 10 149.9 21.24 1.24 

 

 
Table 13: Belimo energy valve dimensions and designed operating points in the CN 

Prosumer 
No. Type ���:'#$� [m³/h] 	
#$�,�:' [kPa] %&',7=:$#$�  [m³/h] ��:'#$� [-] 

1 EV020R2+BAC 1.47 9.40 4.8 - 

2 EV020R2+BAC 1.25 6.81 4.8 - 

3 EV020R2+BAC 1.24 6.64 4.8 - 

4 EV025R2+BAC 2.44 9.04 8.1 - 

5 EV020R2+BAC 1.24 6.64 4.8 - 

 

 
Table 14: Pump dimensions and designed operating points in the CN 

Description Type ���:'#:9� [m³/h] ��:'#:9� [mH2O] ��:'#:9� [kPa] 

Central plant CR 10-3 A-A-A-E-HQQE 7.63 13.97 137.02 
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6.3.3. Comparison 

The impact of the different structural principles for the CN and PBN component design 

becomes apparent when directly comparing the dimensions and design values of the core 

components. The chosen dimensions (DN) of the network pipes are depicted in Figure 7. 

 

 
Figure 7: Sizes of the dimensioned piping sections in the PBN and CN 

As shown in Figure 7, the CN requires larger pipe sizes for the distribution pipe sections 2 

and 4. Additionally, an extra pipe section 0 is needed in the CN to connect the heat gener-

ators in the central plant to the network. Due to the structure of CNs, this additional pipe 

section needs to transport the most power and, thus, is typically the largest pipeline in the 

network. The nearly linear decrease of transported power in the CN distribution pipes (DIS 

CN) is visualized by the black crosses. In pipes 0, 2, and 4 (distribution pipes between heat 

central and Prosumer 3), the CN must transport more power than the PBN. In the remaining 

pipes, the transported power is equal. The dark green bars show the effect on the required 

pipe sizes. Consequently, an overall higher effort and costs for the piping network of the 

CN must be expected due to larger pipe sizes, longer routing, and potentially increased 

trench sizes.  
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Figure 8 compares the design pump heads for the primary side pumps in both networks. 

 

 
Figure 8: Dimensioned pump heads for the PBN FIPs and the central CN pump 

Due to the line layout of the PBN, the distance to a potential consumer is smaller for FIPs 

in the middle of the network compared to FIPs on the edge of the network. Thus, FIP2, 

FIP3, and FIP4 require less head than FIP1 and FIP5 (see Figure 8). Consequently, if 

possible, the prosumer expected to supply the most heat to the grid should be located 

towards the middle of the network to minimize the required pumping energy. In the case of 

Prosumer 1 (FIP1), the effect of different DHCs (see subsection 5.2) for the primary side 

actuators can be observed. The pressure loss in pipes (dp_pipes) of 52.0 kPa shows that 

the DHC for the FIP is the connection to Prosumer 4 (Pros4). In contrast, the DHC for the 

CoV is the connection to Pros5 with a dp_pipes of 66.9 kPa. (see Table 8). This is due to 

the high pressure drop of the dimensioned real-world CoV at Pros4 compared to Pros5 

(see Table 9).  

In the case of the CN pump head, the significantly smaller pressure loss in the CoV stands 

out. This is explained by the design of the used pressure independent control valves. In 

contrast to traditional CoVs, these valves are not dimensioned for a particular valve author-

ity. They require only small differential pressures to reach design volume flows. Since the 

valves automatically compensate for any rise in differential pressure above the required 

minimum, good control behavior is still ensured [87]. The assumed pressure drop of 30 kPa 

in the heat central of the CN is considered in the pressure loss in heat exchangers (dp_HE). 

Before comparing the economic efficiency of the two network variants, the functionality of 

the dimensioned PBN components is validated in the next chapter. 
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7. Tool validation - Dymola simulation 

The properties from the components, dimensioned in Chapter 6, and the network condi-

tions specified in Table 3 are implemented into a thermohydraulic grid model. The ProsNet 

[51] Modelica library was used to model the PBN. The model was built and simulated in 

Dymola, the Dassault Systèmes environment for the Modelica modeling language [89]. A 

section of the PBN model in Dymola, showing Pros4 and Pros5, is depicted in Figure 9.  

 

 
Figure 9: Section of the case study PBN model in Dymola 

The functionality of the designed PBN components is assessed by analyzing the resulting 

thermohydraulic network states in the simulation. The accuracy of the proposed design 

method is assessed by comparing the design states predicted by the dimensioning tool and 

the operating states of the actuators and network pipes in the thermohydraulic simulation. 

Different energy exchange scenarios are manually specified for the simulation. The sce-

narios are chosen to observe the components’ behavior during design and part load situa-

tions. The criteria for validation are:  

1. Accuracy of the predicted design power flows in network pipes E@�ABCD K: comparison 

with maximal power flows during all exchange scenarios. 

2. A sufficient supply of consumers regarding the transferred power E@�GHIJ K and sec-

ondary supply temperature (SWHXUVG) during all load conditions. 

3. Correct dimensioning of actuators: investigation of valve opening (�UVX� n), pump 

speed (c�{¡���) and operating state ∆Z(n� ) during design load conditions. 

 

Since the control behavior of the decentral actuators is crucial for the functionality of PBNs, 

the pumps and control valves are dynamically controlled during the simulation by a 
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weighted PID control approach proposed by Licklederer et al. [54]. The control and target 

values for the four PID controllers, shortly described in subsection 2.2.3, and the applied 

weighting are summarized in Table 15. In principle, the error of the two target values is 

multiplied by their respective weight to adjust their ratio in a total error which is then input 

into the PID controller [54]. 

 
Table 15: Applied weighting for the target values of the four PID controllers [54] in all prosumers 

Name Control value Target value 1 Weight 1 Target Value 2 Weight 2 
PID1 c�{¡hHI� @�GHIJ  0.4 SWHXUVG 0.6 

PID2 �UVXhHi @�GHIJ  0.9 ΔkLMDA 0.1 

PID3 c�{¡�MH� @�LMHJ  0.85 ΔkUVG 0.15 

PID4 c�{¡��� @�LMHJ  0.85 SWHXlm  0.15 

 

The weighting in Table 15 was chosen after manual tweaking, with the intent of minimizing 

the supply temperature and power transfer errors in all prosumers so that the heat demands 

of the prosumers in consumption mode are met. Overall, this dynamic control approach 

was chosen to assess if the control behavior of the dimensioned decentral actuators is 

suited for the dynamic load situations in the PBN at hand.  

The thermal resistance in the pipes was set to 1000 (Km)/W to prohibit thermal losses. This 

was done because the manually set exchange scenarios (see subsection 7.1) cannot ac-

count for variable thermal losses. Thus, losses in the pipes would distort the results of the 

simulation. A 20 % dimensioning buffer was applied to the maximum secondary volume 

flow and nominal heat transfer of the heat exchangers. The secondary side pumps are 

modeled as ideal pumps. The chosen simulation parameters for the ProsNet [51] models 

and the PID controllers [54] are documented in the appendix (see Table C.2). 

 

 

7.1. Exchange scenarios 

The exchange scenarios (Sc) were chosen to put each prosumer at least once in a con-

sumption design state and once in a production design state. Two criteria must be fulfilled 

for a prosumer to be in its design state. First, it must operate with maximum production or 

consumption power (see Table 5). Second, the transported power flow in the DHC for the 

FIP in production mode and DHC for the CoV in consumption mode is maximal, as defined 

by the algorithm in subsection 5.1. Figure 10 shows the qualitative pressure curves in the 

design scenarios Sc1 to Sc4, and the DHCs for the FIPs and CoVs are highlighted.  
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Figure 10: Qualitative pressure curves and DHCs for pumps and control valves in the exchange scenarios 1 to 4 

In Sc1, the production design states for the FIP1 and FIP2 and the consumption design 

state for the CoV4 and CoV5 are observed. Pros3 is operating in part-load since the 

prosumer powers, set in Table 5, make it impossible for all prosumers to be in a design 

state simultaneously (see Figure 11). Consequently, a different scenario is required to 

achieve the design states for Pros3. The chosen design scenario Sc3 for the FIP3 is also 

shown in Figure 10, in which Pros1, Pros2, and Pros3 operate under maximum loads, while 

Pros4 and Pros5 must operate in part load (see Figure 11). Since the consumption power 

and the production power for all prosumers are assumed to be equal, the missing design 

states can be achieved by inverting the power flow of all prosumers during scenarios 1 and 

3. Thus, the inverted production design scenario for the FIP of a prosumer results in the 

consumption design scenario relevant to the CoV of the same prosumer. The inverted Sc1 

is named Sc2, and the inverted Sc3 describes Sc4. 
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The relevant design scenarios for all actuators are summarized in Table 16.  
 

Table 16: Design scenarios for the actuators 

 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 

Design 
scenario 

for: 

FIP 1 & 2 FIP 4 & 5 FIP 3 FIP - 

CoV 4 & 5 CoV 1 & 2 CoV - CoV 3 

 

Additionally, the observation of the network behavior in part-load situations is desired. 

Thus, two additional scenarios (5 and 6) are chosen, corresponding to half the power flows 

of Sc1 and Sc2, respectively. The prosumer loads during the six described scenarios are 

depicted in Figure 11. 

 

 
Figure 11: Prosumer load situations during the exchange scenarios 

Each scenario is simulated for 1 hour with simulation steps of 10 seconds. Before and after 

each scenario, transition states with half the scenario's power are set for 15 minutes. The 

set timelines for the power management arrays of each prosumer (see Figure 9) are listed 

in the appendix (see Table C.1). For the temperature management arrays, each prosumer 

was attributed the values for SWHX,XBMUVG,R ¢ or SGHOT,UVXUVG,GHI  specified in Table 3 for production mode 

and consumption mode, respectively. 
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7.2. Results 

For evaluating the functionality of the dimensioning method, the steady-state conditions in 

network components during the defined exchange scenarios are relevant. Thus, the follow-

ing values are read at the end of each 1-hour simulation section when the operation state 

has stabilized. The absolute errors for the maximum simulated power flows @�ABC,UDAD  and 

the maximum volume flow n�ABC,UDAD  in the nine pipe sections are shown in Figure 12. 

 

 
Figure 12: Absolute errors for simulated power and volume flow compared to design power and volume flow in the PBN 

network pipes 

The maximal relative deviation for @�ABCD  is 0.7 % and occurs during Sc3. The small errors 

for @�ABCD  indicate that the algorithm presented in Figure 4 accurately predicts the design 

power flows in the network pipes. Thus, the first validation criterion is fulfilled. The maximal 

relative deviation for V�ABCD  is 5.5 % and occurs in pipe sections 8 and 9 during Sc1. This 

increases the pressure gradient in the pipe compared to the design value. However, with 

the chosen pipe dimensions (see Table 8), the pressure gradient is still below the set max-

imum of 250 pa/m. 
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Figure 13 depicts the absolute errors for @�GHIJ  and SWHXUVG that resulted from the simulation of 

the prosumers during their design (des) scenario and during part load (pl) scenarios Sc5 

and Sc6 as defined in subsection 7.1. 

 

 
Figure 13: Errors for simulated and designed values for consumption power and secondary supply temperature during 

design and part load consumption scenarios 

The maximal relative error for @�GHIJ  is 1.5 % during design conditions in Sc2 and 3.3 % in 

the part-load Sc6. The maximal deviation of SWHXUVG is -0.77 K during design conditions in Sc4 

and -0.82 K in the part-load Sc6. With the small recorded errors, a sufficient supply of the 

connected prosumers with a setpoint supply temperature of SWHXUVG p 60 °� can be assumed. 

Consequently, the consumption demands of all prosumers are met during every scenario. 

Thus, the second validation criterion is regarded as fulfilled.  

The third criterion is focused on the actuator operating states. The operating states are 

defined by volume flow and the pressure difference in the actuator. Since the differential 

pressure and the volume flow depend on each other, a volume flow error also causes de-

viations from the designed differential pressure of the actuator. Volume flow errors were 

already recorded in the network pipes (see Figure 12). These deviations result from an 

error in the temperature spread EΔkUVXLMDA p  SWHX,UVXLMDA − SR �^,UVXLMDA K, since the power flows in the 

pipes matched the design nearly perfectly, and the values are connected by equation (14).  

�� �:'
8
: p  / ∗ 0
 ∗  �� ∗  	�':7
*8�
 (14)

Where P and RL can be considered quasi-constant physical properties of the medium in the 

relevant temperature ranges.  
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With the connection described in equation (14), the errors for ΔkUVXLMDA
 shown in Figure 14, 

directly cause deviations from the expected volume flow in the actuators. 

 

  
Figure 14: Absolute error for the primary side temperature spread across all scenarios 

It is noticeable that the errors in Figure 14 are primarily positive and thus cause a reduced 

volume flow. The errors are at their lowest during scenarios 1 and 2 when the energy ex-

change in the network is the highest. A probable cause of the deviations is the weighting 

applied to the PID controllers (see Table 15), which prioritizes power flow and supply tem-

perature over the temperature spread. Additionally, the weighted PID controller itself is still 

undergoing research. [54] Thus, the current structure of the controller could also cause or 

amplify the deviations.  

Table 17 shows the normalized control values for the FIP speed and the CoV opening in a 

range from 0 to 1 during their respective design scenarios. 

 
Table 17: Normalized speed of FIPs and opening of CoVs at their operating points 

Normalized values P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 �':7 !� [0..1] 0.80 0.74 0.56 0.80 0.70 "':7#$� [0..1] 1.00 0.80 1.00 1.00 0.93 

 

The cUVX��� at the duty points of the pumps in Table 17 lie between 0.56 and 0.80. According 

to Jones et al., optimized pump duty points usually lie between 30-75 % of the total load 

[43]. Thus, the chosen pump sizes can be considered fitting for the PBN. The �UVXhHi is 1 for 

the prosumers at the hydraulic worst point during their consumption design scenario (see 

Figure 10), as intended to minimize pressure losses. For Pros2 and Pros5, the CoV is 
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partially closed (�UVXhHi < 1) to adjust to the pressure conditions created by the other prosum-

ers in Sc1 and Sc2 (see Figure 10). Thus, the actuator control, in general, works as in-

tended, but the errors in Figure 14 suggest that the current state of the controller (see Table 

15) is causing deviations from the targeted conditions, especially during part-load situa-

tions.  

In Figure 15, the operating points for each actuator dimensioned with the dimensioning tool 

are compared to the operating points resulting from the simulation of their design scenario 

(see Table 16). Additionally, the pump curves of the two used FIP types (see Table 10) at 

maximum speed (cABC��� ) are displayed. 

 

 
Figure 15: Pump curves at maximal pump speed and dimensioned and simulated operating points of FIPs and CoVs dur-

ing design states 

The operating point deviations of the actuators (FIP3, CoV3, FIP5, FIP4 and CoV1) can be 

explained by the positive ΔkUVXLMDAerrors at the consuming Pros1 in Sc1 and Sc3 and the 

consuming Pros4 in Sc4. It is notable that FIP1, despite a positive ΔkUVXLMDAerror during Sc1 

has a higher head than expected. That is because in Sc1 the ΔkUVXLMDAerror at the CoV4 in 

the DHC of FIP1 is negative due to the significant negative ΔkUVXLMDAerror at the part-load 

FIP3. The difference between the simulation and design for CoV2 and CoV5 stems from a 

combination of ΔkUVXLMDAerrors and the partially closed state of the CoVs �UVXhHi6 p 0.8 during 

Sc2 and �UVXhHi¨ p 0.93 in Sc1 (see Table 17).  

Due to the ΔkUVXLMDAerrors, the predicted network states are not recreated fully in the simula-

tion. However, overall, the deviations at the design load scenarios Sc1 and Sc2 are rela-

tively small, and all actuators are well within their specified operating range.  
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Thus, the case study still yields relevant results for validating the dimensioning method 

under the third criterion. Furthermore, the positive outcomes in the second validation crite-

rion showed that the divergent operating points did not impair the network’s functionality.  

A pump-blocking effect, described in previous work on PBNs [47], could not be observed 

in the simulated exchange scenarios. It is possible that pump blocking is mitigated by the 

design method used for the FIPs, which considers the pressure conditions created by other 

prosumers at the feed-in location. However, this cannot be concluded definitively since 

pump blocking is more severe when prosumers of different sizes act together, and the 

prosumer powers in the case study PBN are relatively similar. [38] 

With the validated PBN component sizes, and the CN components dimensioned in subsec-

tion 6.3.2, a comparative economic analysis between the PBN and CN variants is con-

ducted in the next chapter. 
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8. Economic analysis 

Since this thesis is focused on the primary network infrastructure, the secondary side char-

acteristics are only considered if necessary. Thus, the economic comparisons in sections 

8.1 and 8.2.1 just include secondary side components which are typical and essential for 

the two network types. Heat generators, storage, and expansion vessels are excluded from 

the investigation. For a simplified analysis of demand-related costs in 8.2.2, the yearly heat 

demand of prosumers is estimated with full-load hours, and the annual costs of example 

heat generators are included.  

 

 

8.1. Investment costs and annuity 

The investment costs are based on example offers or manufacturer price sheets, if availa-

ble. Otherwise, prices are calculated from statistical values or cost catalogs. Figure 16 

compares the investment costs of the case study networks. A more detailed list of the in-

vestment costs is provided in the appendix (see Table A.1 and Table A.2). An assumed flat 

rate increase of 20 % on the listed prices for accessories is included in the investment 

costs. The allocation of the data points is documented in Table A.4. 

 

 
Figure 16: Comparison of the investment costs of the PBN and CN case study networks 

In Figure 16, the higher costs for the elaborate substations (52 %) as well as measurement 

and control (45 %) for the PBN compared to the CN becomes apparent. This is mainly due 
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to the increased number of actuators needed for the flexible, bidirectional operation princi-

ple. The total cost difference between the variants is 19,207 €. It should be noted that in-

vestment costs of the building space needed for the substations and heat central(s) are not 

included in the comparison due to high uncertainties for the costs in this fictional consider-

ation.  

The annuity costs for capital and operational expenses of the two variants are compared 

based on the statistical values for life cycles and the percentual operational costs described 

in the VDI2067 (see Table A.3). The calculation of the annual capital-related costs is shown 

in equation (15). 

-0*0 p  ! ∗ (w + *), ∗ v *(w + *), − wy (15) 

Where ªGMG is the annual capital-related cost in [€/a] 

« is the investment cost in [€] 

¬ is the interest rate in [%] 

 is the life cycle in years [a] 

 

The interest rate used in the base case is 3.5 %. The comparison of the annual capital-

related costs is shown in Figure 17. 

 

 
Figure 17: Comparison of the annual capital-related costs of the PBN and CN case study networks 

The relative difference in substation costs (79 %) is even more significant in the annuity 

cost comparison due to the short life cycle of the installed active actuators of only ten years. 
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The total annual capital-related cost difference between the two variants is 3,401 €/a. A 

possibility to slightly reduce the investment costs in the PBN substation could be adjusting 

the secondary side layout to a bidirectional valve system so that only one pump and two 

three-way valves are needed to achieve bidirectional flows, as shown in [38].  

The annual operation-related costs are calculated with the simple multiplication shown in 

equation (16). -$*0 p  ! ∗ (®��897 + ®'¯89'
) (16) 

Where ªHMG is the annual operation-related cost in [€/a] 

« is the investment cost in [€] 

°ABDIX is the effort for maintenance in [%/a] 

°U¯DIUL is the effort for servicing and inspection in [%/a] 

 

The values used for °ABDIX and °U¯DIUL are documented in the appendix (see Table A.3). 

The comparison of the annual operation-related costs is shown in Figure 18. 

 

 
Figure 18: Comparison of the annual operation-related costs of the PBN and CN case study networks 

The high share of measurement and control in operation-related costs for the PBN be-

comes apparent. The annual operation-related costs due to measurement and control in 

the PBN are 50 % higher than in the CN variant. The total annual operation-related cost 

difference between the variants is 1,248 €/a. Thus, the combined annual capital- and op-

eration-related cost for the PBN is 4,390 €/a higher than in the CN variant.  
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8.2. Sensitivity analysis 

Since the qualitative comparison of the economic sensitivity in subsection 4.2 concluded 

different behaviors for various influencing factors, a quantitative sensitivity analysis for the 

results of subsection 8.1 is conducted. Due to time constraints, only influencing factors that 

do not require a new dimensioning of the network components were considered. The four 

influence factors chosen for the sensitivity analysis were: 

1. interest rate,  

2. network length, 

3. full-load hours,  

4. energy cost.  

 
8.2.1. Sensitivity of capital- and operation-related costs 

The two influencing factors, interest rate and network length, are applied to the annual 

costs presented in Figure 17 and Figure 18. The results of the sensitivity analysis are 

shown in Figure 19. 

 

 

Figure 19: Sensitivity analysis for the annual costs of the PBN (solid lines) and CN (dashed lines) for changing interest 
rate and network section length 
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The higher sensitivity of the CN (dashed lines) towards changes in the network lengths is 

visible by the greater slope along the x-axis compared to the PBN (solid lines). For the base 

interest rate of 3.5 %, the total annual cost difference between the two variants is reduced 

by 26 % to 3,260 €/a at a network length factor of 2. This is due to the extra network section 

needed to connect the heating central and the larger pipe diameters needed in the CN 

variant (see subsection 6.3). This behavior confirms the qualitative deductions in subsec-

tion 4.2. However, the sensitivity towards a changing interest rate behaves differently than 

predicted in 4.2. The annual costs for the CN increased more strongly with a rising interest 

rate compared to the PBN. For the PBN, the mean increase in annual costs when raising 

the interest rate from 1.8 % to 7.0 % is 47 %. For the CN, the mean annual cost increase 

is 54 %. Two factors can explain this. First, the shorter lifespans of the components in PBNs 

reduce the impact of the interest rate-related costs in the annual capital-related costs (see 

equation (15)). Second, the share of annual operation-related costs for the PBN (23 %) is 

slightly larger than in the CN variant (21 %). Since a changing interest rate does not impact 

these costs, the impact on the total annual PBN costs is further reduced.  

 
8.2.2. Sensitivity of demand-related costs 

The annual capital- and operation-related costs for the PBN are higher than for the CN, 

and only a reduction in demand-related costs makes a break-even of the annual costs 

possible. The considered influencing factors for demand-related costs, full-load hours, and 

energy costs require assumptions on the generation technology in the network. Thus, the 

investment cost calculation is extended with heat generators. For the case study, gas boil-

ers were chosen. For the CN, a required full redundancy is assumed, while no redundancy 

is needed in the PBN due to the flexible supply from other prosumers. The heat generators 

were dimensioned for the peak demand of the prosumers without a simultaneity factor. 

Vaillant gas condensing boilers were used as a manufacturing example [90]. The chosen 

heat generators for both network types are listed in Table 18.  

 
Table 18: Chosen Vaillant [90] heat generators for the economic analysis of the case study PBN and CN 

Description Network Investment costs Capital-related costs 
Op.-related 

costs   
Units Unit price Total [€] Lifecycle [a] [€/a] [%/a] [€/a] 

VC 25 CS/1-7 
E/LL/P ecoTEC 

PBN 4 5,882 €  23,530 €  18 1,784 €  3 706 €  

ecoVIT exclu-
siv VKK 476/4 

E 

PBN 1 8,528 €  8,528 €  18 647 €  3 256 €  

VKK1606/3-E 
ecoCRAFT 

CN 2 18,266 €  36,533 €  20 2,570 €  2.5 913 €  
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With the annual capital- and operation-related costs of the heat generators listed in Table 

18, the annual costs depicted in Figure 17 and Figure 18 can be updated. The resulting 

annual costs are shown in Figure 20.  

 

 
Figure 20: Comparison of the annual capital- and operation-related costs of the PBN and CN - including heat generators 

With the heat generators included, the total annual capital- and operation-related cost dif-

ference between the variants is 4,298 €. 

Figure 21 shows the required reduction of demand-related costs needed for the PBN to 

break even with the annual costs of the CN. This could be achieved by increasing energy 

efficiency or reducing heat production costs. An efficiency increase could be achieved, for 

example, with reduced network losses or by reducing the operation time of generators in 

unfavorable states. A reduction of the heat production costs could be achieved by exploiting 

decentral, cost-efficient, renewable heat sources the CN structure would not allow.  

In the base case scenario, 1300 full-load hours for the heat generators and a gas price of 

12 ct/kWh are assumed. In this case, with the total peak heat demand of all prosumers 

(see Table 5) of 131.1 kW, a yearly demand of 170,426 kWh/a is estimated. 
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Figure 21: Needed reduction in demand-related costs in the PBN to break even with the annual CN costs - sensitivity anal-

ysis for full-load hours and energy cost 

The required cost reduction shown in Figure 21 lies between 5 % and 84 %. For the base 

scenario, a reduction of demand-related costs by 21 % is needed to break even with the 

annual CN costs. Thus, either the heat demand is reduced by 35,789 kWh/a with the PBN 

variant, or the mixed heat production price is reduced to 9.48 ct/kWh. Naturally, combining 

the two factors to reduce the demand-related costs is viable to break even in annual costs. 

Bünning et al. observed reductions in energy costs by 53 % and 57 % with a bidirectional 

low-temperature network in comparison to CNs [14]. Although they investigated a com-

bined heating and cooling supply, it still shows the potential for demand-related cost sav-

ings with optimized bidirectional prosumer networks. Kauko et al. described a possible re-

duction of heat demand by 25 % compared to a CN by implementing decentral prosumers 

and utilizing local low-temperature heat sources in a low-temperature network for a case 

study in Trondheim [15]. Thus, the needed reduction of 21 % in the base case comparison 

lies within an achievable range. 
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9. Conclusion and outlook 

9.1. Conclusion 

This thesis investigated the techno-economic differences between conventional thermal 

networks and thermal networks with prosumers. The literature review in Chapter 2 summa-

rized the peculiarities of CN and PN network types and led to the research questions for-

mulated in Chapter 3. They were focused on (i) analyzing the performance of CNs and PNs 

qualitatively, (ii) adapting conventional dimensioning methods to PBNs, and (iii) assessing 

the economic viability of PBNs. In Chapter 4, a qualitative comparison of the strengths, 

weaknesses, and economic sensitivities of the two network principles was performed 

based on a literature review. Chapter 5 described how conventional dimensioning methods 

were adapted to line PBNs. Additionally, the dimensioning tool, built to automate the pro-

posed dimensioning process, was described. Subsequently, in Chapter 6, the network 

characteristics for the case study were defined, and the resulting component sizes for the 

PBN and the CN were summarized. Since a novel approach for dimensioning PBNs was 

used, the chosen component sizes were validated by analyzing the thermohydraulic states 

in a simulation, and by comparing them to the design states calculated with the dimension-

ing tool. After the PBN component sizes were validated, a comparative economic analysis 

for the PBN and the CN was conducted in Chapter 8.  

 

The following findings resulted from the qualitative comparison of the two network operating 

principles: 

1. PNs are generally more flexible than CNs. 

2. PNs are generally more energy efficient than CNs. 

3. PNs are generally more challenging to operate and control than CNs. 

4. PNs generally cause higher capital- and operation-related costs than CNs. 

5. The most relevant influencing factors for an economic sensitivity analysis between 

CNs and PNs are pipe diameter, interest rate, fuel price, full-load hours, availability 

of renewable energies, and network length. 

 

The primary outcomes of the investigations on adapting conventional design methods to 

prosumer-based networks were: 

1. The unclarity of the design conditions in PBNs due to changing hydraulic circuits 

requires a novel approach to determine the design states of network components. 
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2. An algorithm was proposed to calculate the design conditions of all network com-

ponents in line PBNs based on the possible energy exchanges. 

3. An Excel-based tool was built to automate the proposed dimensioning process. 

 

The dimensioning of CN and PBN components for a case study with the same boundary 

conditions revealed that:  

1. CNs require larger distribution pipes due to the layout of the network. 

2. Pressure-independent control valves in CNs reduce the pump head drastically. 

 

The investigation of three validation criteria for the designed PBN components by means 

of a thermohydraulic simulation led to these conclusions: 

1. The algorithm to determine the power flows in the network pipe is accurate. 

2. All prosumers are supplied sufficiently during design load and part-load situations. 

3. The exact network conditions and actuator operating states could not be fully 

achieved with the used controller (especially in part-load situations). However, the 

deviations did not impair the functionality of the network, and in principle, the de-

central actuators behaved as desired. 

4. Overall, the dimensioned components are suited for a functional operation of the 

case study PBN. 

 

The analysis of the economic performance of the two network types led to the following 

findings: 

1. The high number of actuators in the elaborate PBN substations and the high effort 

for measurement and control cause greater annual capital- and operation-related 

costs compared to the CN. This is in agreement with the hypotheses in section 4.1. 

2. The CN is more sensitive to a changing network length, as predicted in subsection 

4.2. 

3. The PBN is less sensitive than the CN to a changing interest rate, contrary to the 

prognosis in subsection 4.2. This is mainly due to the short life cycles of the in-

creased number of actuators in the PBN. 

4. Increasing energy costs and full-load hours facilitate the PBN to break even on the 

annual costs of a CN by reducing the demand-related costs with increased effi-

ciency or reduced heat production costs. In the considered base case, a reduction 

of the demand-related costs by 21 % is required to break even. 
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In summary, the results of this thesis support that the presented static design approach is 

suitable for dimensioning small-scale line PBNs with limited information. Thus, the pro-

posed method can be used in early-stage dimensioning and provides realistic component 

sizes for planners as a basis for variant comparisons and economic analyses. The viability 

of PBNs compared to CNs is highly sensitive to multiple influencing factors. However, 

higher capital- and operation-related costs are generally expected for PBNs, and thus, the 

economic viability is heavily dependent on the potential to increase efficiency or to imple-

ment cheap, renewable energies into the heat mix. There are many decentral heat sources 

in urban environments that can be efficiently utilized with heat pumps [15]. Additionally, 

costs for fossil energy carriers are expected to increase alongside rising carbon prices [91, 

92]. Thus, the viability of PBNs can be assumed to increase as well. 

 

 

9.2. Outlook 

Additional research regarding PBN dimensioning should aim to advance the proposed di-

mensioning method towards more complex network typologies and conduct tests for differ-

ent distributions of source and sink powers at the prosumers. Further investigations are 

needed to clarify the potential of an adapted substation design with pressure-independent 

control valves and a bidirectional valve system. For larger PBNs with more prosumers, 

simultaneity factors should be implemented in the dimensioning method. Combining the 

PBN structure with 5th generation district heating and cooling network principles could pro-

vide additional flexibility and efficient energy exchange benefits. The coupling with second-

ary load and production models for a dynamic simulation with included environmental in-

fluences on the prosumer side should be targeted for a more thorough investigation of the 

network's robustness. The potential for reducing demand-related costs needs to be inves-

tigated in more detail with an overarching energy management system. Overall, efforts for 

robust and consistent control strategies should be continued to facilitate the implementation 

of PBNs. With an increased standardization of the novel network type and progressively 

more favorable conditions, PBNs can be expected to become more relevant in future vari-

ant decisions. 
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Appendix 

A. Economic analysis 

Table A.1: Investment costs of the case study PBN 

Pos. Description Amount Unit Price per 
unit 

Investment cost 

1 Network     
 

101,909 €  
1.1 Pavement 113 m² 250 € 

28,250 €  
1.2 Excavation 101.7 m³ 100 € 

10,170 €  
1.3 Restoration 101.7 m³ 120 € 

12,204 €  
1.4 Disposal 79.1 m³ 72 € 

5,695 €  
1.5 Piping 

   

 
1.5.1 DN25 253 m 37 € 

9,315 €  
1.5.2 DN32 100 m 40 € 

3,962 €  
1.5.3 DN40 99 m 41 € 

4,090 €  
1.6 Fittings 1 Flat rate 13,026 € 

13,026 €  
1.7 Installation 1 Flat rate 15,197 € 

15,197 €  
2 Substations 

   

72,261 €  
2.1 Heat Exchangers 

   

 
2.1.1 B15Tx40 4 pcs 919 € 

3,675 €  
2.1.2 B15Tx50 1 pcs 1,065 € 

1,065 €  
2.2 Pumps primary 

   

 
2.2.1 CR 1-7 A-A-A-E-HQQE 4 pcs 3,039 € 

12,156 €  
2.2.2 CR 3-5 A-A-A-E-HQQE  1 pcs 3,218 € 

3,218 €  
2.3 Pumps secondary 

   

 
2.3.1 Generic Pump 10 pcs 1,500 € 

15,000 €  
2.4 Control valves 

   

 
2.4.1 VUN015F320 4 pcs 510 € 

2,041 €  
2.4.2 VUN015F310 1 pcs 507 € 

507 €  
2.4.3 VUN025F300 8 pcs 550 € 

4,397 €  
2.4.4 VUN032F300 2 pcs 611 € 

1,222 €  
2.5 Shut-off valves 

   

 
2.5.1 BOA-C, PN6 DN 25 16 pcs 278 € 

4,447 €  
2.5.2 BOA-C, PN6 DN 32  4 pcs 309 € 

1,238 €  
2.6 Check valves 

   

 
2.6.1 BOA-R, PN16 DN 25 12 pcs 181 € 

2,169 €  
2.6.2 BOA-R, PN16 DN 32  3 pcs 208 € 

625 €  
2.7 Fittings 5 Flat rate 500 € 

2,500 €  
2.8 Installation 5 Flat rate 3,600 € 

18,000 €  
3 Measurement and Con-

trol 

   

72,702 €  
3.1 Pressure gauges 20 pcs 50 € 

1,000 €  
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3.2 Heat-meters/Flowmeters 
   

 
3.2.1 MultiCal 303 Qp 1,5 8 pcs 175 € 

1,400 €  
3.2.2 MultiCal 303 Qp 2,5 2 pcs 223 € 

446 €  
3.3 Thermometers 20 pcs 50 € 

1,000 €  
3.4 Fiber Optics 226 m 6 € 

1,356 €  
3.5 Data Points 135 pcs 400 € 

67,500 €  
  Summary 

   

246,871 €  

4 Planning/extra expenses 
   

49,374 €  

  Total 
   

296,246 €  

 
Table A.2: Investment costs of the case study CN 

Pos. Description Amount Unit 
Price per 

unit 
Total cost 

1 Network 
   

        123,361 €  

1.1 Pavement 133 m² 250 € 
          33,250 €  

1.2 Excavation 119.7 m³ 100 € 
          11,970 €  

1.3 Restoration 119.7 m³ 120 € 
          14,364 €  

1.4 Disposal 93.1 m³ 72 € 
            6,703 €  

1.5 Piping 
   

 
1.5.1 DN25 173 m 37 € 

            6,370 €  
1.5.2 DN32 20 m 40 € 

               792 €  
1.5.3 DN40 179 m 41 € 

            7,396 €  
1.5.4 DN50 160 m 45 € 

            7,185 €  
1.6 Fittings 1 Flat rate 16,307 € 

          16,307 €  
1.7 Installation 1 Flat rate 19,025 € 

          19,025 €  
2 Central plant 

   

          20,058 €  

2.1 Circulation pumps    
 

2.1.1 CR 10-3 A-A-A-E-HQQE  2 pcs 4,718 € 
            9,437 €  

2.2 Check valves    
 

2.2.1 BOA-R, PN16 DN 50 2 pcs 403 € 
               806 €  

2.3 Shut-off valves    
 

2.3.1 BOA-C, PN6 DN 50 4 pcs 392 € 
            1,566 €  

2.4 Fittings 1 Flat rate 750 € 
               750 €  

2.5 Installation 1 Flat rate 7,500 € 
            7,500 €  

3 Substations 
   

          47,392 €  

2.1 Heat Exchangers 
   

 
2.1.1 B15Tx40 4 pcs 919 € 

            3,675 €  
2.1.2 B15Tx50 1 pcs 1,065 € 

            1,065 €  
2.3 Pumps secondary 

   

 
2.3.1 Generic Pump 5 pcs 1,500 € 

            7,500 €  
2.4 Energy valves 

   

 
2.4.1 EV020R2+BAC 4 pcs 1,598 € 

            6,394 €  
2.4.2 EV025R2+BAC 1 pcs 1,642 € 

            1,642 €  
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2.5 Shut-off valves 
   

 
2.5.1 BOA-C, PN6 DN 25 16 pcs 278 € 

            4,447 €  
2.5.2 BOA-C, PN6 DN 32  4 pcs 309 € 

            1,238 €  
2.6 Check valves 

   

 
2.6.1 BOA-R, PN16 DN 25 4 pcs 181 € 

               723 €  
2.6.2 BOA-R, PN16 DN 32  1 pcs 208 € 

               208 €  
2.7 Fittings 5 Flat rate 500 € 

            2,500 €  
2.8 Installation 5 Flat rate 3,600 € 

          18,000 €  
4 Measurement and Con-

trol 

   

          50,091 €  

3.1 Pressure gauges 22 pcs 50 € 
            1,100 €  

3.2 Heat-meters/Flowmeters 
   

 
3.2.1 MultiCal 303 Qp 1,5 4 pcs 175 € 

               700 €  
3.2.2 MultiCal 303 Qp 2,5 1 pcs 223 € 

               223 €  
3.2.3 MultiCal 303 Qp 10 1 pcs 872 € 

               872 €  
3.3 Thermometers 22 pcs 50 € 

            1,100 €  
3.4 Fiber Optics 266 m 6 € 

            1,596 €  
3.5 Data Points 89 pcs 500 € 

          44,500 €  
  Summary 

   

        240,903 €  

5 Planning/extra expenses 
   

          36,135 €  

  Total 
   

        277,038 €  

 
 

Table A.3: Used life cycles and yearly operational costs, based on the VDI2067 

Description 
capital-related cost operation-related cost 

Lifecycle [a] ®��897 + ®'¯89'
 [%/a] 

Piping Network 40 1 

Fittings Network 40 1 

Pavement 40 1 

Excavation 40 1 

Restoration Excavation 40 1 

Disposal Excavation 40 1 

Installation Network 40 1 

Heat exchanger 20 2 

Circulation pump 10 3 

Control valves 10 2.5 

Check valves 20 2.5 

Misc. Fittings 20 2.5 

Shut-off valves 20 2.5 

Fiber optics cables 40 1 

Data points/Measurement and Control 15 5 

Pressure gauge 15 3 

Thermometer 15 3 

Heat meter/Flow meter 15 3 

Planning/extra expenses 20 0 
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Table A.4: Data points considered in the economic analysis; 
AI: analog input, AO: analog output, DI: digital input, DO: digital output 

Description # pri side # sec side AI AO DI DO Sum 

PBN-Substation 
       

Thermal sensor 2 3 1 0 0 0 5 

Pressure-sensor 2 0 1 0 0 0 2 

Heat meter 1 1 0 1 0 0 2 

Pump 1 2 1 1 1 1 12 

2W Valve 1 2 1 1 0 0 6 

Subtotal 7 8     27 

CN-Substation 
       

Thermal sensor 2 3 1 0 0 0 5 

Pressure-sensor 2 0 1 0 0 0 2 

Heat meter 1 0 0 1 0 1 2 

Pump 0 1 1 1 1 1 4 

2W Valve 1 0 1 1 0 0 2 

Subtotal 6 4     15 

CN-Heat central 
       

Thermal sensor 2 0 1 0 0 0 2 

Pressure-sensor 2 0 1 0 0 0 2 

Heat meter 1 0 0 1 0 1 2 

Pump 2 0 1 1 1 1 8 

2W Valve 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 

Subtotal 7 0     14 
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B. Dimensioning tool 

Table B.1: Pseudo-code nomenclature 

Name Description 

Pipe_con_left Maximal consumption power in a pipe from prosumers to the left 

Pipe_pro_left Maximal production power in a pipe from prosumers to the left 

Pipe_con_right Maximal consumption power in a pipe from prosumers to the right 

Pipe_pro_right Maximal production power in a pipe from prosumers to the right 

Ppro Production power of a prosumer 

Pcon Consumption power prosumer 

Ppro_pipe Maximal assigned prosumer production power to a pipe 

Pcon_pipe Maximal assigned prosumer consumption power to a pipe 

Ppro_pros Maximal production power of a prosumer 

Pcon_pros Maximal consumption power of a prosumer 

ConnectionPipe Pipe connecting prosumers to the main distribution line  

LeftConnectionPipe ConnectionPipe left of the considered DistributionPipe  

RightConnectionPipe ConnectionPipe right of the considered DistributionPipe 

DistributionPipe Pipe between two connection pipes, building the main distribution line 

DistributionPipeLeft DistributionPipe left of the considered ConnectionPipe 

DistributionPipeRight DistributionPipe right of the considered ConnectionPipe 

LeftProsumers Prosumers left of the considered DistributionPipe 

RightProsumers Prosumers right of the considered DistributionPipe 

EnergyExchangeOne Max. combination of Ppro from one prosumer and Pcon of another prosumer 

EnergyExchangeTwo Max. combination of Pcon from one prosumer and Ppro of another prosumer 

Pros_pipe ConnectionPipe assigned to a certain prosumer 

Q_max_pro Maximal possible production related power flow in the pipe 

Q_max_con Maximal possible consumption related power flow in the pipe 

Q_max Design power flow in a pipe 

V_dot_con Consumption power related volume flow 

V_dot_pro Production power related volume flow 

First_pros_pro First (leftmost) prosumer in production mode 

Last_pros_pro Last (rightmost) prosumer in production mode 

First_pros_con First (leftmost) prosumer in consumption mode 

Last_pros_con Last (rightmost) prosumer in consumption mode 

dP_left Pressure loss from a certain prosumer to a prosumer on the left 

dP_right Pressure loss from a certain prosumer to a prosumer on the right 

dP_pipe Pressure loss in a pipe during design power flow 

dP_pros_pipes Pressure loss in the network pipes for a certain prosumer connection 

dP_pros Relevant (max) pipe pressure loss for a certain prosumer 

dP_valve_theo Theoretically calculated pressure drop in the control valve 

dP_valve_real Real pressure drop in the control valve after dimensioning 

dP_pros_pro_total Total pressure drop relevant for the feed-in-pump of a certain prosumer 

 

 



 

XX 

Maximum Power flow in pipes 

ONE - Power flows in pipes  
For First_pipe to Last_pipe ‘calculate available power demand and supply in both directions 
Pipe_con_left  
IF Pipe is DistributionPipe THEN 

Pipe_con_left = Pcon_LeftConnectionPipe 

ELSE 
Assign Pipe to Prosumer 
Pipe_con_left = Pcon_Pros 

END IF 
 
Pipe_pro_left  
IF Pipe is DistributionPipe THEN 

Pipe_pro_left = Ppro_LeftConnectionPipe 

ELSE 
Assign Pipe to Prosumer 
Pipe_pro_left = Ppro_Pros 

END IF 

Pipe_con_right  
IF Pipe is DistributionPipe THEN 

Pipe_con_right = Pcon_RightConnectionPipe 

ELSE 
Assign Pipe to Prosumer 
Pipe_con_right = Pcon_Pros 

END IF 
 
Pipe_pro_right  
IF Pipe is DistributionPipe THEN 

Pipe_pro_right = Ppro_RightConnectionPipe 

ELSE 
Assign Pipe to Prosumer 
Pipe_pro_right = Ppro_Pros 

END IF 

NEXT pipe 

ANE - Power flows in pipes  
For First_pipe to Last_pipe ‘calculate available power demand and supply in both directions 
Pipe_con_left  

IF Pipe is DistributionPipe THEN 
Pipe_con_left = ∑Pin_LeftProsumers 

ELSE 
Assign Pipe to Prosumer 
Pipe_con_left = Pcon_Pros 

END IF 
 
Pipe_con_right  
IF Pipe is DistributionPipe THEN 
      Pipe_con_right = ∑Pcon_RightProsumers 

ELSE 
Assign Pipe to Prosumer 

      Pipe_con_right = Pcon_Pros 
END IF 
 
Pipe_pro_left  
IF Pipe is DistributionPipe THEN 
Pipe_pro_left = ∑Ppro_LeftProsumers 

ELSE 
Assign Pipe to Prosumer  

Pipe_pro_left = Ppro_Prosumer 
 

END IF 
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Pipe_pro_right  
IF Pipe is DistributionPipe THEN 

Pipe_pro_right = ∑Ppro_RightProsumers 

ELSE 
Assign Pipe to Prosumer 
Pipe_pro_right = Ppro_Pros 

END IF 

NEXT pipe 

ANE and ONE max Power flow 

 
FOR First_pipe to Last_pipe  
Q_max 
IF Pipe is DistributionPipe THEN 
  MIN(Pipe_con_left; Pipe_pro_right) = EnergyExchangeOne 
  MIN(Pipe_pro_left; Pipe_con_right) = EnergyExchangeTwo 
  MAX(EnergyExchangeOne; EnergyExchangeTwo) = Q_max ‘compare possible energy exchanges for max power flow 

ELSE  
  Assign Pipe to Prosumer  
‘check if prosumer power supply can be satisfied by the remaining prosumers 
  IF ∑P_con(DistributionPipeLeft; DistributionPipeRight) < Ppro_Pros_pipe   
  THEN 
    Q_max_pro= ∑P_con(DistributionPipeLeft; DistributionPipeRight) 
  ELSE 

Q_max_pro= Ppro_ Pros_pipe 
  END IF 
‘check if prosumer power demand can be satisfied by the remaining prosumers 
  IF ∑P_pro(DistributionPipeLeft; DistributionPipeRight) < Pcon_ Pros_pipe  
  THEN 
    Q_max_con = ∑P_pro(DistributionPipeLeft; DistributionPipeRight) 
END IF 
 
Q_max = MAX(Q_max_con; Q_max_pro)  

END IF 

NEXT pipe 

Volume flow and Pressure drop in pipes 

ANE and ONE: Maximum consumption volume flow 

FOR First_Pros_con to Last_Pros_con 

IF Pcon_pros > Q_max(Pros_pipe) Then ‘calculate the relevant consumption volume flow for control valves 
V_dot_con_pros = V_dot_pro_max(DistributionPipeLeft) + V_dot_pro_max(DistributionPipeRight) 

ELSE  
V_dot_con_pros = V_dot_con_pros(Pcon_pros) 

END IF 

NEXT Pros_con 

ANE and ONE: Maximum production volume flow 

FOR First_Pros_pro to Last_Pros_pro 

IF Ppro_pros > Q_max(Pros_pipe) Then ‘calculate the relevant production volume flow for pumps 
V_dot_pro_pros = V_dot_con_max(DistributionPipeLeft) + V_dot_con_max(DistributionPipeRight) 

ELSE  
V_dot_pro_pros = V_dot_pro_pros(Ppro_pros) 

END IF 

NEXT Pros_pro 
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ONE: Pressure drop in pipes 

FOR First_Pros_pro to Last_Pros_pro ‘go through all possible production prosumers 

  Assign Pros_pro to ConnectionPipe  

  IF Ppro_pros = 0 THEN ‘check if prosumer is active (was assigned power) 

   dP_pros_pro = 0 

  ELSE 

    FOR First_Pros_con to Last_Pros_con ‘go through all possible consumption prosumers 

      Assign Pros_con to ConnectionPipe 

      IF Pcon_pros = 0 then ‘check if prosumer is active (was assigned power) 

       dP_pros_pipes = 0 

      ELSE 

      IF ConnectionPipe(Pros_con) = ConnectionPipe(Pros_pro) OR ‘exclude irrelevant pipes for pressure loss 

      ConnectionPipe(Pros_con) IsLeftOf ConnectionPipeLeft(Pros_pro) OR  

      ConnectionPipe(Pros_con) IsRightOf ConnectionPipeRight(Pros_pro) THEN 

         dP_pros_pipes = 0  

      ELSE 

        FOR First_Pipe to Last_Pipe ‘go through all pipes 

         IF Pipe = ConnectionPipe(Pros_pro) then ‘connection pipe dp of the considered Prosumer 

          dP_left = dP_left + dP_pipe 

          dP_right = dP_right + dP_pipe 

        ELSE 

          IF ConnectionPipe(Pros_con) IsLeftOf ConnectionPipe(Pros_pro) AND Pipe = DistributionPipeLeft(Pros_pro)  

          OR  Pipe = ConnectionPipe(Pros_con) AND ConnectionPipe(Pros_con) IsLeftOf ConnectionPipe(Pros_pro) THEN 

            dP_left = dP_left + dP_pipe ‘add relevant pipes for the hydraulic circuits to the left 

          ELSE 

            IF ConnectionPipe(Pros_con) IsRightOf ConnectionPipe(Pros_pro) AND Pipe = DistributionPipeRight(Pros_pro)  

            OR Pipe = ConnectionPipe(Pros_con) AND ConnectionPipe(Pros_con) IsRightOf ConnectionPipe(Pros_pro) THEN 

              dP_right = dP_right + dP_pipe ‘add relevant pipes for the hydraulic circuits to the right 

            END IF 

           END IF 

          END IF 

      NEXT Pipe 

    END IF 

  IF dP_left > dP_right THEN ‘choose relevant pressure loss (left side or right side) 

    dP_pros_pipes = dP_left 
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  ELSE 

    dP_pros_pipes = dP_right 

  Write dP_pros_pipes in Matrix ‘store pressure loss of the considered connection in a table 

    End If 

  NEXT Pros_con 

  MAX(dP_pros_pipes(First_Pros_con to Last_Pros_con) = dP_pros ‘max pressure loss of all connections for the pump dp 

NEXT Pros_pro 

 

ANE Pressure drop in Pipes 

For First_Pros_pro to Last_Pros_pro ‘go through all possible production prosumers 

  Assign Pros_pro to ConnectionPipe 

  FOR First_Pros_con to Last_Pros_con 

    Assign Pros_con to ConnectionPipe 

    IF ConnectionPipe(Pros_pro) is ConnectionPipe(Pros_con) or Ppro_pros or Pcon_pros = 0 THEN 

      dP_pros = 0 ‘check if prosumer is active (was assigned power) and exclude irrelevant pipes for pressure loss 

    ELSE 

      FOR First_Pipe to Last_Pipe ‘go through all pipes 

        IF Pipe = ConnectionPipe(Pros_con) THEN ‘connection pipe dp of the considered Prosumer 

          dP_left = dP_left + dP_pipe 

          dP_right = dP_right + dP_pipe 

        ELSE 

         IF ConnectionPipe(Pros_con) IsRightOf ConnectionPipe(Pros_pro) AND Pipe IsRightOf ConnectionPipe(Pros_pro)  

          AND Pipe IS DistributionPipe AND Pipe  IsLeftOf ConnectionPipe(Pros_con) OR Pipe = ConnectionPipe(Pros_con)  

          AND ConnectionPipe(Pros_con) IsLeftOf ConnectionPipe(Pros_pro) THEN 

            dP_left = dP_left + dP_pipe ‘add relevant pipes for the hydraulic circuits to the left 

         ELSE 

         IF ConnectionPipe(Pros_con) IsLeftOf ConnectionPipe(Pros_pro) AND Pipe IsLeftOf ConnectionPipe(Pros_pro)  

         AND Pipe IS DistributionPipe AND Pipe IsRightOf ConnectionPipe(Pros_con) OR Pipe = ConnectionPipe(Pros_con)   

         AND ConnectionPipe(Pros_con) IsRightOf ConnectionPipe(Pros_pro) THEN 

            dP_right = dP_right + dP_pipe ‘add relevant pipes for the hydraulic circuits to the right 

          END IF 

          END IF 

         END IF 

      NEXT Pipe 

    END IF 
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  If dP_left > dP_right Then  

    dP_pros_pipes = dP_left 

  Else 

    dP_pros_pipes = dP_right 

  Write dP_pros_pipes in Matrix ‘store pressure loss of the considered connection in a table 

    End If 

  Next Pros_con 

  MAX(dP_pros_pipes(First_Pros_con to Last_Pros_con) = dP_pros ‘max pressure loss of all connections for the pump dp 

Next Pros_pro 

Component dimensioning 

For First_Pros_pro to Last_Pros_pro ‘go through all production prosumers  

  Write dP_pros in matrix ‘store relevant pressure loss for the pump dp in a table 

  Calculate dp_fittings ‘apply chosen method for fitting dp 

  For First_Pros_con to Last_Pros_con  

‘CoV dimensioning for all consumption prosumers 

     LOOKUP valveauthority and dp_substation 

     Calculate dp_valve_theo 

     Calculate Kv_valve 

     Choose Kvs_value 

     Calculate dp_valve_real 

     Write CoV design values in Matrix 

  Next Pros_con  

‘FIP dimensioning for all production prosumers 

  LOOKUP dp_valve_real  

  LOOKUP max dp_Pros 

  Calculate H_FIP_max 

  LOOKUP V_dot_con_max_pros 

  Write FIP design values in Matrix 

Next Pros_pro 
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C. Simulation parameters 

Table C.1: Set power transfers (exchange scenarios) at the prosumer substations in the simulation 
negative value: consumption-mode, positive value: Production-mode 

 
Prosumer 1 Prosumer 2 Prosumer 3 Prosumer 4 Prosumer 5 

Time in 
s 

Qdot_set in 
kW 

Qdot_set in 
kW 

Qdot_set in 
kW 

Qdot_set in 
kW 

Qdot_set in 
kW 

0 12.64 10.75 8.15 -20.91 -10.62 
900 12.64 10.75 8.15 -20.91 -10.62 

1800 12.64 10.75 8.15 -20.91 -10.62 
2700 12.64 10.75 8.15 -20.91 -10.62 
3600 25.27 21.51 16.29 -41.83 -21.24 
4500 25.27 21.51 16.29 -41.83 -21.24 
5400 25.27 21.51 16.29 -41.83 -21.24 
6300 25.27 21.51 16.29 -41.83 -21.24 
7200 12.64 10.75 8.15 -20.91 -10.62 
8100 -12.64 -10.75 -8.15 20.91 10.62 
9000 -25.27 -21.51 -16.29 41.83 21.24 
9900 -25.27 -21.51 -16.29 41.83 21.24 

10800 -25.27 -21.51 -16.29 41.83 21.24 
11700 -25.27 -21.51 -16.29 41.83 21.24 
12600 -12.64 -10.75 -8.15 20.91 10.62 
13500 -12.64 -10.75 10.62 6.38 6.38 
14400 -25.27 -21.51 21.24 12.77 12.77 
15300 -25.27 -21.51 21.24 12.77 12.77 
16200 -25.27 -21.51 21.24 12.77 12.77 
17100 -25.27 -21.51 21.24 12.77 12.77 
18000 -12.64 -10.75 10.62 6.38 6.38 
18900 12.64 10.75 -10.62 -6.38 -6.38 
19800 25.27 21.51 -21.24 -12.77 -12.77 
20700 25.27 21.51 -21.24 -12.77 -12.77 
21600 25.27 21.51 -21.24 -12.77 -12.77 
22500 25.27 21.51 -21.24 -12.77 -12.77 
23400 12.64 10.75 -10.62 -6.38 -6.38 
24300 6.32 5.38 4.07 -10.46 -5.31 
25200 12.64 10.75 8.15 -20.91 -10.62 
26100 12.64 10.75 8.15 -20.91 -10.62 
27000 12.64 10.75 8.15 -20.91 -10.62 
27900 12.64 10.75 8.15 -20.91 -10.62 
28800 6.32 5.38 4.07 -10.46 -5.31 
29700 -6.32 -5.38 -4.07 10.46 5.31 
30600 -12.64 -10.75 -8.15 20.91 10.62 
31500 -12.64 -10.75 -8.15 20.91 10.62 
32400 -12.64 -10.75 -8.15 20.91 10.62 
33300 -12.64 -10.75 -8.15 20.91 10.62 
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Table C.2: Applied parameters for the ProsNet [51] models and PID controllers [54] in the Dymola simulation 

Parameter Prosumer 
1 

Prosumer 
2 

Prosumer 
3 

Prosumer 
4 

Prosumer 
5 

Unit 

CTRL PID Q_T_weighted       
Delta_Qdot_norm 1 1 1 1 1 

 

Delta_T_norm 3 3 3 3 3 K 
T_prim_hot_des 65 65 65 65 65 °C 
T_sec_hot_des 60 60 60 60 60 °C 
DeltaT_prim_des 15 15 15 15 15 K 
DeltaT_sec_des 15 15 15 15 15 K 
V_dot_sec_max 29.02 24.70 24.40 48.03 24.40 l/min 
k_prim_prod 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 

 

Ti_prim_prod 35 35 35 35 35 s 
Td_prim_prod 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 s 
heat_transfer_station 

     

Q_flow_nominal 30327 25809 25494 50192 25494 W 
T_a1_nominal 65 65 65 65 65 °C 
T_a2_nominal 45 45 45 45 45 °C 
m_flow_nominal_1 0.40 0.34 0.34 0.67 0.34 kg/s 
dp1_nominal 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 bar 
m_flow_nominal_2 0.40 0.34 0.34 0.67 0.34 kg/s 
dp2_nominal 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 bar 
Kv_conVal 1.6 1.6 1.6 2.5 1.6 m³h/bar^(1/2) 
l_conVal 2.00E-03 2.00E-03 2.00E-03 0.002 2.00E-03 

 

Kv_cheVal 11 11 11 20 11 m³h/bar^(1/2) 
l_cheVal 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 

 

Transfer station pipes 
     

length_transfer_pipe_tot 20 20 20 20 20 m 
zeta_transferstation 15.02 15.07 15.07 19.40 15.07 

 

d_transferpipe 0.0273 0.0273 0.0273 0.036 0.0273 m 
R_ins_transferpipe 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 Km/W 
Valve_prim_con_Parame-
ters 

      

R 50 50 50 50 50 - 
delta0 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 - 
Dynamics 

      

Feed-in pump 
      

tau_feedPump 3 3 3 3 3 s 
use_inputFilter_feedPump true true true true true 

 

riseTime_feedPump 35 35 35 35 35 s 
y_start_feedPump 0 0 0 0 0 

 

Control valve 
      

use_inputFilter_conVal true true true true true 
 

riseTime_conVal 35 35 35 35 35 s 
y_start_conVal 1 1 1 1 1 

 

Secondary side pumps 
dynamics 

      

tau_pumpsSec 3 3 3 3 3 s 
use_inputFilter_pumpsSec true true true true true 

 

riseTime_pumpsSec 35 35 35 35 35 s 
m_flow_start_pumpsSec 0 0 0 0 0 kg/s 
y_start_pumpsSec 1 1 1 1 1 

 

Secondary side control vol-
ume dynamics 

      

tau_cv 10 10 10 10 10 s 
T_start_cv 60 60 60 60 60 °C 
       
Network pipes       
 Pipe_12 Pipe_23 Pipe_34 Pipe_45 -  
R_ins_transferpipe 1000 1000 1000 1000  Km/W 
length 40 40 49.5 46.5  m 
diameter 0.0273 0.036 0.0419 0.0273  mm 
zeta 7.18 5.03 5.17 8.60  - 

 


